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I can‟t imagine anything more important than air, water, soil, energy and bio-diversity. 

These are the things that keep us alive. If we pollute the air, water and soil that keep us alive and 

well, and destroy the bio-diversity that allows natural systems to function, then no amount of 

money will save us. We should preserve every bit of bio-diversity because it is the range of bio-

diversity that includes not only the diversity of species but the diversity within species. We are 

losing bio-diversity globally at an alarming rate and we need abundance of different plants and 

animals, for the planet‟s health and our own. To make sure that the Young Scientists are aware of 

bio-diversity and understand what it means to humanity a meet was conducted from Excel Central 

School to Alancholai and Kodaiyar. This astonishing two day camp of BIO-DIVERSITY 

STUDY was held on 7
th

 and 8
th

 of March, 2015 at Excel Central School, Kodaiyar and St. Thomas 

Social Welfare Centre. This meeting was the meeting that I was waiting for avidly as it was 

something going to give me tips to make our environment sustainable through activities that 

overcome the problem of lack of bio-diversity and maintaining it. This would probably lead to a 

sustainable environment, the theme of Young Scientists Programme 2014-2015.  

The camp was inaugurated at Excel Central School, Thiruvattar in the presence of the 

honourable chief guest Dr.A.D.Sobanaraj, Excel Central School Principal Dr. Rita Suroki, KAP 

organizer Mr. Mullanchery M.Velaian, Forest Officer Mr.Rajasekar, Shri.L.Edwin Sam, 

Shri.P.Gopalan, Shri.Balakrishnan, Mr.Bergin, Shri.S.Thiruvengadam, Mr. Sahajan 

Mrs.Krishnakumari and Miss.Anish. The inaugural session began at 8:00am with an invocation 

to goddess Tamil. Gby Atee anchored the session. 

Firstly Shri.P.Gopalan gave the Welcome Address. Then a brief introduction about KAP 

and its activities along with a preamble to Bio-diversity was given by Gby Atee. The term 

biodiversity refers to the diversity of life on Earth and the ecological processes that sustain it. 

Biodiversity includes not only species which are rare but every living organism. Much of the 

world's population still uses plants and animals as a primary source of medicine. The current 

change that the Earth faces is destroying the biodiversity. Most threats to biodiversity are caused 

by human activity. So, she said that, this meeting will enable the Young Scientists to discover the 

true value of biodiversity and the ways to protect it.  

Kumari Arivial Peravai is a voluntary organisation working to develop the scientific 

temper of the children through activities in various places with various people. The theme of the 

Young Scientists Program 2014-2015 is SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENT First three screening 

process was conducted and 56 students were selected out of it for further training. The first meet 

was the introductory meet in which we were informed about the various activities that we are 

supposed to do. Then the Scientific awareness camp made us conscious of the need for 

sustainability. The Management Concept in Thirukkural, created a link between the olden epic 

Thirukkural and the present life. The next meet at Govt. Medical College, Asaripallam trained us 



to become doctors. Study on Sustainable Environment camp made us understand the theme of the 

year, Sustainable Environment. The Coastal Environmental study tour enabled us know the 

lifestyle of the coastal people and about the coastal region too. The Arivial Tamil Muzhakam meet 

highlighted the importance of Mother tongue Tamil. The program at IIST let us know the 

significance of Space Technology. Then the technical presentation on Science & Technological 

Innovations made us conscious about the working of simple gadgets. On National Science 

Program we came to know the technologies in our own country India. The Biodiversity Study will 

enable us find out more about biodiversity. We are enriched with various information and 

knowledge in each meet.  

Then Mr.Mullanchery M.Velaian, founder patron and lifeblood of KAP, gave the 

introductory address. Kanyakumari District which is the southernmost tip of India is blessed with 

lot of bio-diversity which is today in the last edge of existence due to the greedy activities of the 

people thinking only about their luxurious life and not about the endurance of the future 

generation. Research on the biodiversity in Kanyakumari District with a look into the bio-diversity 

in order to tempt our minds in protecting the jeopardizing bio-diversity was the aim of the Bio-

Diversity Study. He then extended a hearty welcome to all and took his seat. He also presented a 

book published by the former Young Scientists to Dr. Rita Suroki. 

Next was the talk given by me, S.Dani Rovas, on the topic „House Gardening‟. House 

gardening is the method of farming in house premises.  Instead of planting flowers for the beauty 

of the house, it is better to plant vegetables in house so that it can be used for domestic uses too. 

House gardening helps in maintaining the fertility of soil. House gardening can be kept in the free 

spaces of the house or in terrace. Plants can also be planted in coconut shells after removing the 

coir inside it. Plants in the house garden should be watered regularly and natural fertilisers should 

be put to it every year. There should be enough space between the plants in the garden. It is better 

to fence the garden. If the fencing is done then creepers can be planted to creep though the fence. 

The best time to keep house garden is monsoon which ranges from February to March. House 

Gardening is a need of today so let us practices it from now on. 

Dr.Rita Surohi, Principal of Excel Central School, felicitated us. She first expressed her 

joy in meeting the future leaders, today‟s Young Scientists. She put a thought-provoking question 

to us which really stimulated all the young scientists in answering the question. The question she 

asked was: “The Green lungs of the Earth, forests, help in keeping the Earth cool.  Plantations are 

the solutions in resisting our planet from being warm. When the fallen leaves and branches 

decompose, they release carbon dioxide and at the same time they act as manure. Are we actually 

taking this statement into thought? Are there ways in making use of the fallen leaves as manure?”  

I was provoked by this question and I was tempted in finding out the answer. When I 

surfed the net to find out the answer for this, I came to know the method to use fallen leaves and 

branches as manure in our gardens. Dig a pit in your garden and fill it with the collected fallen 

leaves. The micro-organisms in the sand also help in decomposing the leaves so that they can be 



used up by the plant as natural manure when fed to it. In case if there is no place in your garden, 

then take a plastic drum and fill it with leaves so that there they can decompose and can be 

converted as manure. We should keep in mind that the manure should be added to the plant only 

after its complete decomposition because only then the essential nutrients like nitrogen, 

phosphorous and potassium become soluble in water. Since the nutrients and mineral move into 

the plant along with the water through xylem, this is necessary. When we think about forests, the 

leaves produce CO2 which can be used by the plant for photosynthesizing and the decomposed 

leaves and branches keeps the forest floor fertile and play an important role of supplying the 

essential nutrients for the trees and plant. 

Then the respected guest Dr.A.D.Sobanaraj, Environmental Scientist, gave the special 

address. Plants are special as they of tremendous value to us. We humans inhale oxygen and 

exhale carbon dioxide. But the plants take in carbon dioxide and gives out oxygen which makes 

human life possible. Plants also play the major role of balancing carbon dioxide level in the 

atmosphere. They also fulfil all the necessities of man. But we are misusing it through our greed 

and causing global warming which leads to climate change. They also provide us with food, fuel 

and fodder. He then said about the peculiarity of India. India is said to be „God‟s own country‟.  

 India is blessed with long range of mountain in the west called the Western Ghats. In 

southern Western Ghats more than 2300 species of plants are endemic to us. Its 

southernmost range is the Agasthiyar Hills. The centre of origin of the three auspicious 

fruits, Mango, Jackfruit and Banana is the Agasthiyar Hills.  

 Tamil Nadu is endemic to the three auspicious fruits- Mango, Jackfruit and Banana. 

Mangoes are the queen of fruits. There were more than 350 varieties of mangoes in our 

state but more than half of it is not there now. There were about 300 varieties of jackfruits 

but they are lost now. There were about 42 types of bananas in our state itself but only 36 

types are left out now.  

Although these are all endemic to us, are we taking any initiatives to protect them? The 

answer is „NOOOOOOO‼‼‼!‟ but still it is a must that we should take initiatives to protect 

them. We are near to the equator so we are susceptible to global warming. If we keep on polluting 

the environment and increase the average temperature, Kanyakumari District will be the first to be 

affected by global warming. In 100 years of time, Kanyakumari is going to be one of the thirstiest 

regions. With this he concluded his talk. Then I gave the Vote of Thanks. With this the inaugural 

ceremony came to an end. After a short journey we reached the Zero Point from which we 

continued our journey to Kodaiyar where we were assisted by the forest officers.  

First we went to the medicinal garden where we were able to see more medicinal plants 

that have the capability of curing various diseases. When we came across many medicinal plants it 

influenced us to stock our backyard with medicinal herbs that will treat common aliment. The 

medicinal plants that we saw in the medicinal garden and its uses are listed below: 

 Sinus melgon is used to make medicine.  



 Arokiyapachilai is an endemic plant used to cure AIDs. 

 Thippili increases immunity power, helps to destroy germs and increases 

haemoglobin.  

 Ashokam is used to make tonic.   

 Shankupushpam used for treating brain disorders, treats eye and throat infection and 

controls excessive sweating. 

 Changili pirandai is having more fibre content. 

 Sathaveri is used to make medicine. 

 Pepper used in treating indigestion, stimulate the digestive system and helps to clear 

the lungs.  

 Nochi is used to treat sinus infection, ringworm and other skin diseases, liver disorders 

and backache.  

 Vincorashia is used to cure snake bit and heart problem. 

 Nithyakalyani used to treat diabetes, cough, sore throat, eye irritation, skin infection 

and for cancer.  

 Ilavembu is used to treat chicken guinea and swine flu. 

 Orchid absorbs moisture.    

Dr.A.D.Sobanaraj gave a brief talk then. All have heard that we should not plant rubber 

trees but why is this? This is because rubber trees absorb more amount of water so that any other 

plant cannot be cultivated along with it. He also said about monoculture. Monoculture means 

cultivation of only one plant.  

Next we went to the Kodaiyar Power House. There Mr.Sasikumaram guided us. In1964 

Kodaiyar Power House I and II were built. Foundation of the Kodayar Power House was laid in 

1964. In 1971, it was opened by Mr.Kamarajar. First electricity is produced in Kodaiyar I and then 

it passes on to Kodaiyar II and then finally to the electricity board. Kodaiyar I generate 60 

MegaWatt then it goes to Kodaiyar II. There 40 MegaWatt of electricity is generated and together 

100MegaWatt of electricity moves to the board.They said us about turbines and nozzles. Turbines 

used here are from Balton Company. The force of the water makes the turbine move. We then saw 

chambers. The coupling chamber has a length of 8.55m and width of 8.55m and also a height of 

3.04m. We also came to know about the characteristics. 

 Turbine 

Head(net) -948 m 

Discharge 275 cusecs 

Speed 500 rpm 

Specific speed-4.52 rpm 

Total weight- 16.5 ton 

 Weights 

Stator- 71 tons 

Rotor – 90 tons 

Lower guide bearing – 2060 kg 



Upper guide bearing- 8500 kg 

Upper bracket- 15 tons 

Lower bracket – 4.5 tons 

 Main Exciter 

Output- 210 KW at 141 V 

   390 KW at 192 V 

 Pilot Exciter 

Output – 2.3 KW at 115 V 

 

Finally a feedback session was held. Abhirami gave the feedback. Next we went to the 

Rettai Aruvi where we had a wonderful bath in the clean waters of the falls. 

We were then seated in the Zero Point Medicinal Garden. There Mr.Christopher said 

more about the regions near Pechipparai. The village of Pechipparai has all facilities including 

panchayat office, school, police station, village office and hospital. It is said that, Pechipparai 

village is the only block in Kanyakumari District with all the facilities. The Pechipparai Dam has a 

total water capacity of 48ft but presently 37ft is filled. The waters in the west go to Pechipparai 

Dam whereas the waters in the east go to Perunchani Dam. During rainy season, the first dam to 

be filled completely is the Pechipparai Dam. The water of this dam is used for irrigation purposes. 

In the forests near Pechipparai Dam, invaluable trees like teak, vengai, venteak are found. Animals 

like tiger, bear, elephant, cheetah, varai aadu, vila, pig, kelai aadu, saru maan are found in the 

forests there, he said. Mountain snakes are also found here. During summer, the animals come to 

Pechipparai dam to drink water. To avoid people from disturbing the animals and their habitat, 

watch towers with cameras are built. Many sirunaval trees are found around the river and in the 

mountains. This type of trees is short but has more branches in it.  

Thachumalai, Maramalai and Kalapparai are all tribal villages. Tribal people live in 

places like Mukkarakal and Modiravalai. There are 48 Triabl villages in Kanyakumari District. 

There are many specialties about the Tribals.  

 Has10 divisions but all divisions worship only one God. 

 They eat organic food that they produce. 

 They don‟t depend on others for their food.  

 The only use natural fertilisers for the food they prepare but we are adding poisons in 

the form of artificial fertilisers to the food. 

Previously, there were nine rubber plantation divisions in the region of Pechipprai which 

include Maruthamparai, Keeripparai and Paraliyaru. The nine divisions were constructed with an 

intention of providing work for the people. Now there are only five divisions there. With this he 

concluded his talk. Kalidas gave the feedback for Mr. Christopher‟s talk. 

Next Dr.A.D.Sobanaraj gave an address. 450 crore years back, all continents were 

together and it was called as Panjiya. Due to internal plate making it was divided into five main 

continents. The continental drifts enabled the continents to move from place to place. It is said that 



India was along with South Africa but then due to continental drifts, it became part of Asia. It is 

also said that Kanyakumari District was formed due to plate drag. The Kumari continent was 

swept away by the sea and the swollen part is under the sea.  

Western Ghats is considered as one of the World Heritage Site with bio-diversity. The 

UNO states it as the cyf ghuk;gupa rpd;dk; due its biodiversity. Cilon is having more precious 

stones in it. A part of Cilon is said to have been Rathnagiri Mountain because it too has the 

precious stones found in Cilon. Cilon is a part of Western Ghats. The western side of Western 

Ghats is vertical and the eastern side is slope.  

Forests have five layers, which are considered as the „living cathedrals‟. The first layer is 

the canopy. There are about 30 lakh species of insects in this layer. Region above 300ft comes 

under this. The next layer is the Medium sized trees. Region between 150ft and 300ft comes under 

this. Animals like lizard, monkey and chameleon are found in this layer. The next is the layer of 

small trees. It is region between 50ft and 150ft. The next layer is the shrubs like forest thetti. The 

bottom most layer is the forest floor. 

In Agasthiyar Hills there are about 6000 different species of trees. Once when an English 

Researcher, Bodila, researched about the trees he found that there were only 400 species of trees. 

In the present there are only 150 types of trees found. The remaining species are becoming extinct 

and the species found now are becoming endangered.  Two types of teak trees are found: Kol Teak 

and Kodi mara Teak. Kol Teak is found in Theku Malai. This teak tree grows short but has more 

branches. Kodi mara Teak grows up to 100ft.  

There are 5 species of monkeys found in Kanyakumari District. Some are Karunkurangu, 

Anuman Monkey, Ponna Mega Monkey. Since five species of monkeys are found here, it is 

considered as oldest portion of land. Asiatic Elephants are found in Kanyakumari District. Tigers 

are also found here. More butterflies are found in Kanyakumari forests. We should always keep in 

mind that harming animals is like a mirror of reflection. Only when we harm animals, they harm 

us back. 

Kanyakumari District has a total area of 1684sq.km. This total area is divided into 3 

divisions: Mountain region, Coastal region and Midland region. The mountain region covers 30% 

of the geographical area and 10% of the population. The waters we use originate from here. The 

coastal region covers 20% of the land and 40% of the population. The coastal region is the 

endpoint where the water reaches. The midland region covers 50% of the geographical area and 

50% of the population. We should not pollute water and soil because water is liquid gold and soil 

is solid gold.  

Trees are of incredible values to us. They help in preventing soil erosion and producing 

pure oxygen. They also help in the start of the food chain. In olden days, the three auspicious trees 

were planted in the houses which helped in neutralising carbon dioxide level. There is an 



imbalance in CO2 level after the Industrial Revolution. This causes the global warming leading to 

climate change. There are more than 500 varieties of medicinal plants. Mother milk is very 

nutritious and this increases the immunity power.  

We are destroying our environment by using plastics. We people should take all possible 

means to conserve our nature. In earlier days many varieties of plants were found thus enhancing 

phyto-diversity. The very common plants are becoming common, then rare, then vulnerable, then 

endangered and finally extinct. Today all the plants are in the stage of endangering. So we should 

protect the plants and trees from extinction by taking initiatives now itself. He then explained the 

process of symbiosis of an orchid and snake by sharing their habitats through his life experience.  

We should conserve nature as Nature has everything for mans need and not for its greed. With 

this he concluded his talk.  

Shri.S.Thiruvengadam gave the Vote of Thanks. He thanked the District Forest Officer 

Mr.Vishnuji Vishwanath, Assistant Conserver of Forest Mr.Gopaladas, Forest Ranger 

Mr.Aphilise, Forester Mr.Ganeshan, Forest Guards Mrr,Supin and Mr.Jayasekhar, Forest 

watchmen Mr.Kumar and Mr.Ramaswamy and Mr.Christopher in guiding us throughout the 

program. Mr.Mullanchery M.Velainan too thanked them for their punctuality, sincerity and 

involvement. With this the talks of the eminent people came to an end and the talks of the Young 

Scientists began. 

First Abila talked on Plants of Kumari. Forests are the heritage of the nation. These are 

assets and natural resources of the nation on which all forms of life depend and thrive. The forests 

in Kanyakumari District are verdant and virgin and said to be 75 million years old. Of the total 

district area of 1,67,130 hectares, forests occupy an area of 50486 hectares which comes to about 

30.2% of the total district geographic area, which is next to Nilgiri district with (59 %) and 

Dharmapuri District (38 %) in the State. The district is having 52 % of its forests as dense forests. 

In the forests there are many types of trees like teak, sandal, mangrove trees, and pine and so on. 

There are many common trees in Kanyakumari like mango tree, guava tree, jackfruit tree, coconut 

tree, neem and so on. 

Shifi talked on the Effects of insecticides. The abusive use of chemical insecticides may 

bring many negative consequences that affect the environment. They contaminate the ground, 

atmosphere, water, flora and wild fauna. Birds may be poisoned when they eat food that was 

recently sprayed with insecticides. Sprayed insecticide may drift from the area to which it is 

applied and into wildlife areas, especially when it is sprayed aerially. Insecticides can kill bees and 

may be a cause of pollinator decline, the loss of bees that pollinate plants. Loss of pollinators 

means a reduction in crop yields. Insecticides also cause harm to humans. The toxic substance 

penetrates in the body following a route of absorption. The toxic substance that enters the blood 

decreases the amount of oxygen moving through the blood. 



Prabin Kumar spoke on Kumari Aquatic life. Aquatic life of Kanyakumari consists of 

varieties of fish and water algae. There are about 136 different varieties of water algae in 

Kanyakumari. There are more species of fish and algae found in corel rocks. The entireaquatic life 

is associated with it. There are many types of fish like Kendai, Keluthi, Raal, Chembari, Modai, 

Thalava, Moratu fish, Vela fish and so on. Fish resources are normally found in regions of low 

depth. Fishes don‟t normally live in regions with water current, tides and waves. Sharks are also 

found in Kanyakumari‟s coastal region. Global warming is resulting in the increase in surface 

water temperature which decreases the aquatic life.  

Reshma shared information on Kumari birds. Suchindrum-Theroor wetland and the 

Manakudy Estuary area are bird reserves since 2012. The aquatic birds found here are herons, 

egrets, cormorants, storks and ducks. Those who visit the district as visitors include flamingo and 

migratory birds such as pintail duck, bar headed goose, terns and other species. These aquatic 

birds forage in and around the paddy fields adjoining the water resources for food such as insects, 

worms, larvae, snails, crabs and small reptiles. There are 46 varieties including10000 birds both 

migratory and other aquatic ones being identified. Pin-tailed duck from Siberia are found in the 

salt pans at Puthalam. 

Mary Sushmija talked on Biodiversity in Kumari.  Kanyakumari Wildlife Sanctuary 

being a part of Western Ghats is rich in wildlife with at least 30 types of mammals, about 100 

species of birds including 14 species of migratory birds and many species of fishes, reptiles and 

amphibians. The presence of Tiger and Leopard though scanty lends authority to the richness of 

biodiversity of the tract. The vegetation and flora of Kanyakumari sanctuary are exceptional 

because of extraordinary variety of species occurring within a small area. The Udhayagiri fort, 

with 22.50 hectares of area in the past planted the area with species like teak, subabul, cassia neem 

etc and these trees have grown into a good forest. Due to the protection given by the forest 

department natural vegetation has also come up. Though it is not included in the sanctuary, it can 

be developed as centre of awareness and interpretation. This is also enhancing biodiversity.  

Kalidas gave a talk on Protection of Sacred Grooves. Sacred groves are forest 

fragments of varying sizes, which are communally protected, and which usually have a significant 

religious connotation for the protecting community. Hunting and logging are usually strictly 

prohibited within these patches. Indian sacred groves are sometimes associated with temples or 

monasteries. Sacred groves are to refered to other natural habitat protected on religious grounds. 

Sacred grooves are the symbol of our heritage and are called as „Presiding Diety‟. It is also the 

unique feature of the Indian families. One of the most important traditional uses of sacred groves 

was that it acted as a repository for various Ayurvedic medicines. In modern times, sacred groves 

have become biodiversity hotspots. Threats to the grove include urbanization, over-exploitation of 

resources. 

Next we quitted from Kodaiyar and went to Chittar I. From there we went to Alancholai, 

St. Thomas Social Service Centre. 



Jereshea shared information on Kumari Animals. Many different types of animals of 

Kanyakumari are found in Kanyakumari Wildlife Sanctuary. It is a protected area in Kanyakumari 

District which is the area of a tiger habitat. The area is a wildlife corridor with high biodiversity, 

and in addition to tigers, is home to the threatened species like Indian Bison, elephant, Indian 

Rock Python, Lion-tailed Macaque, Mouse deer, Nilgiri Tahr and Sambar deer. Thousands of 

cattle were allowed inside the reserved forest for grazing. Besides destroying the plants, the cattle 

spread foot-and- mouth disease to wild animals. Only creating an awareness of preserving it could 

save the forest wealth, she said. 

Sanjana talked on Uses and harms of Insects. Although insects are commonly thought 

of as pests in just about every region of the world, one must take the time to realize their benefits 

in our everyday lives. Honey Bee: Bees in particular assist in the process known as pollination. 

Bees also provide us with honey. Field Crickets: Field Crickets are known to feed upon the eggs 

and pupae of indoor pests. Lady Bugs: Lady Bugs are your ultimate garden protector, feeding on 

insects bent on the destruction of your plants. Spiders: Spiders are the ultimate insect 

exterminators and work to keep the insect population. Dragonflies: Dragonflies love to eat insects. 

They feed on insects including mosquito. Though there are many insects that are useful some 

insect species are major pests to crops. Some are also major pests on domesticated animals like 

fleas, ticks, etc. Many insects transmit diseases; e.g. Mosquitoes transmit Malaria. Blister Beetles 

can cause serious blistering to human skin.  

Jenisha said about Kumari Canal Irrigation. Canal irrigation is the most important form 

of irrigation in India. It is cheaper. It is of greatest advantage in the river valley regions Canal 

irrigation is of much use in the deltas of rivers, the Godavari, the Krishna, the Cauvery and the 

Mahanadi and the Ganges. The role of Canal irrigation for modernization of irrigation in India is 

great. Modern Canal irrigation is now conducted, controlled and administered as a part and parcel 

of river valley projects. They are planned to serve dual purpose effectively. They provide 

irrigation facilities and control flood. Many of these river valley projects are called multipurpose 

projects as they serve manifold benefits such as flood control, irrigation, generation of power, etc.  

Gby Atee shared information related to Protecting of Medicinal Resources. Medicinal 

resources are very significant to us as they provide with medicinal plants having the ability to cure 

various diseases. Veliparuthi is used in the treatment of diarrhoea and malaria intermittent fever. 

Karpooravalli treats common cold, cough, sore throats and nasal congestion and is used in 

digestion problems. Thippili increases immunity power, helps to destroy germs and increases 

haemoglobin. Nochi is used to treat ringworm, skin related diseases, liver disorders and back ache. 

Orithazh Thamarai is used to treat head ache and stress related diseases and to treat scorpion 

sting. Shankupushpam or blue pea is used for treating brain disorders, treating eye, throat 

infection and controls excessive sweating. Nannari is a blood purifier used to treat skin problems 

and contribute to hormone balancing. Vallarai keerai improves memory power and nervous 

coordination, digestion and it cures all skin related problems. The best way she suggested to 

protect medicinal resource is through sacred groves.  



Jisfia talked on Earthworm and Soil fertility. Earthworm offer many benefits like 

increased nutrient availability, better drainage, and a more stable soil structure. Earthworm liberate 

four times more phosphorus. Worms often leave their nutrient-rich casts in their tunnels, providing 

a favorable environment for plant root growth. The tunnels also allow roots to penetrate deeper 

into the soil, where they can reach extra moisture and nutrients. This increases the fertility of soil. 

Earthworm casts cement soil particles together in water-stable aggregates. These are able to store 

moisture without dispersing. Research has shown that earthworms which leave their casts on the 

soil surface rebuild topsoil. In favorable conditions earthworms built 18-cm thick topsoil in 30 

years. Earthworms do not like soil that is too acid, alkaline, dry, wet, and hot or cold, their 

presence is a good indicator of soil conditions suitable for plant growth. 

Ayana spoke on River sand mining. Apart from threatening bridges, sand mining 

transforms the riverbeds into large and deep pits; as a result, the groundwater table drops leaving 

the drinking water wells on the embankments of these rivers dry. Sand mining increases water 

runoff accelerating depletion of ground water. If sand is mined without restrictions, river banks 

would collapse and the river would become shallow. Sand mining taken up near the bridges might 

have weaken the structure and hasten the collapse of the bridges (particularly in Kuzhithurai). 

Taking sand would increase the turbidity of the river and make it shallow due to the shifting of 

sand particles. The biodiversity of the river would be affected and eventually the river would die.  

Sand mining promotes faster draining of water and reduces percolation of water to the aquifers. In 

stream sand mining results in the destruction of aquatic and riparian habitat. 

Ageesha shared information about Keeripparai Hills. Keeriparai has a wide variety of 

Flora and Fauna that is unparallel by many natural treks and habitats in the world. It's for nature 

lovers and adventurers - pristine and beautiful, places like Keeriparai haven't been publicized 

much by the Forest Department for various reasons. Keeriparai hills (30 km from Nagercoil) and 

the nearby Kalikesam are good picnic spots. One can enjoy water rushing through small mountain 

streams with pebbles and ferns all around. There are also a few small waterfalls in this area. The 

popular one being Vattaparai Falls. Maramalai, which is further up in the hills of Keeriparai is 

famous for Wild elephants. 

Shruthikrishna said about Endangering Medicinal Plants. Medicinal plants do not cause 

any side effects if consumed. Some of the medicinal plants that are endangering are Vallarai 

Keerai, Veliparuthi, Shangupushpam, Kariveppilai, Sothu Kathalai, Pepper, Tulsi and Neem. 

Vallarai Keerai improves memory power and nervous coordination, digestion and it cures all skin 

related problems. Veliparuthi is used in the treatment of diarrhoea and malaria intermittent fever. 

Shankupushpam or blue pea is used for treating brain disorders, treating eye, throat infection and 

controls excessive sweating. Kariveppilai cures morning sickness, stomach upset and diarrhoea. 

Alovera relieves stomach disturbance and aids digestion, relieves heart burn lowers blood sugar 

levels in diabetic patients, heals burins, reduces cholesterol and pimples. Pepper is used in treating 

indigestion, stimulates the digestive system and helps to clear the lungs. Tulsi cures fever, protects 



heart, dissolves kidney stones, heals respiratory conditions and headache. Neem is used to treat 

skin diseases, improve liver function, detoxify the blood and balance blood sugar levels.  

Kavya spoke on Ulakkai Falls. Ulakkai Aruvi is a natural waterfall situated in 

Azhagiapandipuram village of Thovalai Taluk. It is one of the many waterfalls that are situated in 

the southern tip of India. In Ulakkai Falls water is available in the summer season too. Many 

tourists come here for bathing and to enjoy the nature. The pathway to this waterfall lies in the 

Reserve Forest. The water is basically spring water, coming in as a stream up from the hills 

nearby. Around the falls are evergreen trees. . According to the old legends Olakaruvi Falls has the 

rejuvenating power for the old people. Thus many people come to Ulakai Falls to feel rejuvenated. 

Ulakkai falls is a famous tourist spot of Kanyakumari District. 

Haritha was called to speak on Thirparappu Falls. Thirparappu is famous for its 

waterfalls and is located in Kanyakumari District. This famous falls is in the Kothai River. A 

Thirparappu waterfall is 300 ft long and consists of a rocky riverbed. The water falls from a height 

of nearly 50 ft. The irrigation facility is extremely useful here. From 1982, the falls is one of the 

major tourist spots of Kanyakumari. Boating facility also has been introduced for the tourists at 

Thirparappu Falls. On the left bank of the river in between the waterfalls and the weir, there is a 

temple dedicated to Siva enclosed by strong fortification called Mahadever Kovil. 

Aswin gave a talk on Kumari Flowers. Tamil Nadu is the first in Flower Production. 

Flower cultivation is done in two ways: kz; tsk; mwpe;J rhFgb and ePH tsk; mwpe;J rhFgb. 

The variety of white Jasmine flower with a unique scent was found in abundance in Kanyakumari 

District but now it is rarity. Thovalai and the area surrounding it are involved in the fresh flower 

industry, growing flowers for sale to other areas of India as well as for export. It stands first in the 

cultivation of flowers in Kanyakumari District. The job of tying flower is common these days due 

to the abundance of flowers. Kanyakumari Wildlife Sanctuary is floristically one of the richest 

areas in our country harboring not less than 3500 species of flowering plants. The IUCN has 

identified 11 plant species as critically endangered, 12 species as endangered, 21 species as 

vulnerable. This indicates the fragile nature of the ecosystem. However the floral diversity is one 

of uniqueness of the forest. 

Jefin gave a talk on Ant types and their extinction. Ants are eusocial insects of the 

family Formicidae. Ants form colonies with a queen ant. Ants have colonized almost every 

landmass on Earth. Ants thrive in most ecosystems. Ants are found on all continents except 

Antarctica, and only a few large islands, such as Greenland, Iceland, parts of Polynesia and the 

Hawaiian Islands lack native ant species. Ants occupy a wide range of ecological niches, and are 

able to exploit a wide range of food resources either as direct or indirect herbivores, predators, and 

scavengers.  Ants communicate with each other using pheromones, sounds, and touch. Since most 

ants live on the ground, they use the soil surface to leave pheromone trails that may be followed 

by other ants. Ants play a major role in agriculture. The ants‟ forms tine holes when they move 

underground. These will enable oxygen and other gases to reach the root of plants and trees. The 



holes also allow the seeping of water which helps in agriculture. A type of ant named masir helps 

in pollination. 

Shalomi said about Putherikulum. It is also called as Periyakulum. This pond has helped 

in the irrigation for about 20 acres of land in the past. Now the pond is divided into two so the 

waters are not usually used for irrigating farmlands near it. But yet Putherikulum are considered to 

be a heritage and continue to help in this way. This pond acts as a habitat for the sages. It is a great 

place for bird watchers during the summer. Not only Indian birds but also foreign birds like 

flamingos come here during the season. Common birds seen here are Indian eagle, painted stokes, 

sarus crane, kingfisher, crow and sparrows. This pond is in worse condition today due to the 

pollution levels here.  

Seanna spoke on Periyakulum. It is a town and a municipality in Theni District. The 

total area of this small town is 55sq.km. The total literacy rate of this region is 76%. There are 

more than10 schools here. Periyakulum is located at the foothills of the Western Ghats bordering 

the neighbouring state Kerala. It is one of the most fertile places of Tamil Nadu. Agriculture is the 

primary occupation of the population here. This city is also known as „Mango City‟. It is a fertile 

area that has an annual supply of surplus rainfall. It has a nice weather throughout the year.  

Rudra gave a brief idea about Rice Resource in Kanyakumari. Nagercoil is a City in the 

southernmost Indian State. In its earlier days, the town and its surroundings were known as 

"Nanjilnadu". Olden times Kanyakumari was known as Najilnadu as it was the centre of 

production of rice. Rice cultivation in the district of Kanyakumari is declining nowadays. Ringed 

in by the oceans and mountains, Nagercoil and its surrounding regions were known as Nanjil nadu 

from the Sangam era. The earliest known ruler of the nanjil nadu is the Ayi Dynasty. 

Shamini shared her views on Shrinking Agriculture. All people were in the job of 

agriculture previous days but now the preference for agriculture is reducing. The main reason 

behind this is the low income. Also farmers have to do more work in the farm for the production 

of the crop though machineries are implemented in agriculture. This is resulting in the shrinking of 

agriculture. Nearly 24acres of land was cultivated with cucumber in old but not even 10acres are 

being cultivated now. Agriculture relies on biodiversity for crop pollination, healthy soil and water 

and air purification. These are lacking nowadays due to the use of fertilizers, insecticides and 

pesticides. These are also the main factors for the shrinking of agriculture. 

Shyam Sagar shared information on Cashew nut cultivation. The cashew tree is a 

tropical evergreen that produces the cashew nut and the cashew apple. Cashew tree is originally 

native to northeastern Brazil; the tree is now widely grown in tropical regions including India and 

Nigeria being major producers. Cashew nuts are commonly used in Indian cuisine, whole for 

garnishing. Out of the total production of 4152315 metric tons, India produces 680000 metric tons 

of cashews in 0.70 hectares.  The cashew apple looks very attractive with its red cheeks. It's high 

in Vitamin C, refreshing, very juicy, but a bit acidic. And it leaves a furry feeling in your mouth. 
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The main producers of cashew nuts are Brazil, India, Vietnam, Africa and South East Asia. 

Cashews grow best in sandy soils, but sandy soils don't hold much water and are generally not 

very fertile. The trees will still do fine without additional attention. 

Akshaya spoke on Sea resource in Kumari. The coastal length of Kanyakumari is 35 

km. It extends from Neerodi to Vattakottai with seas like Muttom and Sanguthurai on its way. 

Muttom is a fishing village. Muttom has a lighthouse due to which its presence is recorded in the 

international shipping chart. This is a beautiful village with a sandy beach on one side and a rocky 

beach on the other side. Due to this it attracts a lot of tourists throughout the year. The terrain of 

this village and its surroundings is hilly and from a height one can see an idyllic view of the place. 

One can watch both the sunrise and sunset from here. Sanguthurai is a beautiful beach resort. 

There is also Kanyakumari Sea, Chothavilai Beach Colachal Beach and so on. There are many 

aquatic animals like turtles, shark and whales in the seas. 

Naveenjith said about Turtles. Turtles are reptiles with hard shells and can be found from 

the tropics to temperate region. Turtle has a key role to play in the food chain as a marine 

scavenger by consuming the dead and decayed fish, truncated fish parts and seaweeds. The Forest 

Department officials and environmentalists have spotted Olive Ridley turtle nests and 650 turtle 

eggs on Kanyakumari beaches. There are two turtle egg hatcheries in Kanyakumari District: near 

Rajakkamangalam and Manakudy.  The turtles are facing major problems these days. Turtles need 

a pleasant and quiet environment to live. But the disturbance given by the humans in seas causes a 

major problem to the turtles. Only two per cent of the hatched turtles attain adulthood after facing 

a lots of threats. Many species of turtles have become extinct and now only 7 species are left out.  

Ashmi gave a clear idea about Mangrove Forests. Awareness among the fishermen 

community of the need for growing mangrove plants has gained momentum in the coastal areas of 

the district after tsunami devastated the entire coastal environment in Kanyakumari district. 

Besides raising 50,000 mangrove plants to the length of 8 to 10 km in Manakudi estuary, non-

governmental organizations in consultation with various environmentalists have raised saplings of 

mangroves on the banks of Rajakkamangalam estuary to the length of 2 km and around the ponds 

in Rajakkamangalam. Mangroves protected the seacoasts, estuaries from heavy wind and storms 

and their roots withheld the silt and the clayey soil as in Manavalakurichy thus preventing soil 

erosion.  The mangrove forests also helped in the maintenance of bio-diversity. Migratory birds 

like pelicans, painted storks, cormorants, darters, cranes and indigenous storks visited the estuaries 

and roosted in the mangroves. Bird droppings enriched the water body and it could be seen in the 

catch of fish, prawns and more than 5,000 kg of white prawns were harvested by the fishermen in 

and around Manakudi in a year. 

Abhirami said about the Tourist spots in Kanyakumari District. Kanyakumari is 

notable for tourism. Vattakottai Fort: Vattakottai Fort or Circular Fort  is a seaside fort near 

Kanyakumari. It was built in the 18th century as a coastal defense-fortification and barracks in the 

erstwhile Travancore kingdom. The fort is made of granite blocks and, today, a part of the fort 



extends into the sea. Udayagiri Fort: The fort in Kanyakumari District built in the 1600s, and then 

rebuilt later by Maharaja Marthanda Varma of Travancore in the 18th century. The fort contains 

an old foundry which was used for casting guns. Mathur Aqueduct coomonly known as Mathur 

Thotti Palam: Mathur Aqueduct or Mathur Hanging Trough is an Aqueduct in Southern India, in 

Kanyakumari District of Tamil Nadu state. Built over the Pahrali River, it takes its name from 

Mathur, a hamlet near the Aqueduct. It is one of the longest and highest aqueducts in South Asia 

and is also a popular tourist spot in Kanyakumari District. Maruthuval Malai: The Maruthuva 

Malai also known as the Marunthu Vazhum Malai is the abode of medicinal herbs, forms from 

part of the Western Ghats.  

Mereshea talked on the topic South Mahendragiri Hills. It is the name of a hill in 

Thirunelvelli District. It has a total area of 43.6 km
2
. It is from where the Pahruli River originates. 

This mountain range has more valleys in it. This region also has more moisture content. This 

mountain is part of the southern tip of the Western Ghats with an elevation of 1645.2 meters 

which is equal to 5398 ft. The eastern route of the mountain is used for hiking and scrambling thus 

encouraging tourists.  

Malavika gave information on Pothigai Hills. The Pothigai Hills, also known as the 

Agasthiyar Malai are in the Ashambu Hills, part of the Anaimalai Hills in the southern part of the 

Western Ghats of South India. The western slope is located in the Thiruvananthapuram District of 

Kerala state, eastern slope of Pothigai hills is in the Tirunelveli District, southern slope is located 

in Kanyakumari District of Tamil Nadu. At 1,866 meters, it is the highest peak in the rugged 

Ashambu hills, which have one of the richest concentrations of biodiversity in the Western Ghats. 

The area is known for its spectacular views, beautiful forests and waterfalls, ancient temples, and 

the river Tamirabarani, the lifeline of the region. The total area of the Pothigai Hills is 2000sq.km. 

Edin Jijo gave a short note on Kumari Joint Water System. For the benefit of Kumari 

population, Selvi. Jayalalitha introduced this system. During the last Parliament Election, ADMK 

announced this system. During the control of ADMK the system of Joint Water, especially for 

drinking water, was implemented in Medical Colleges, Ayurvedic Medical Institutions and in Art 

Colleges. This system supplies pure drinking water where ever applied. 

Argenishya said about South Mountains. There are many mountains in the south. They 

include the southern tip of Western Ghats, Kurunchi Hills, Maruthuval Malai and many more 

small ones like Yanai Malai, Thachu Malai and so on. All these mountains and hills are rich in 

biodiversity with more variety of trees, birds, animals, aquatic plants and animals and many more. 

Some mountains among these are considered as hotspots due to their medicinal significance and 

rich biodiversity. 

Vishal said about Endangering Rice Houses.  Rice is the seed of the grass species. As a 

cereal grain, it is the most widely consumed staple food for a large part of the world's human 

population, especially in Asia. Rice cultivation is well-suited to countries and regions with low 
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labor costs and high rainfall, as it is labor-intensive to cultivate and requires ample water. 

However, rice can be grown practically anywhere, even on a steep hill or mountain area with the 

use of water-controlling terrace systems. Although its parent species are native to Asia and certain 

parts of Africa, centuries of trade and exportation have made it commonplace in many cultures 

worldwide. Rice can be grown in different environments, depending upon water availability. 

Generally, rice does thrive in a waterlogged area, yet it can survive and grow herein and it can also 

survive flooding. Many rice grain producing countries have significant losses post-harvest at the 

farm and because of poor roads, inadequate storage technologies, inefficient supply chains and 

farmer's inability to bring the produce into retail markets dominated by small shopkeepers. A 

World Bank – FAO study claims 8% to 26% of rice is lost in developing nations, on average, 

every year, because of post-harvest problems and poor infrastructure. Not only do these losses 

reduce food security in the world, the study claims that farmers in developing countries such as 

China, India and others lose approximately US$89 billion of income in preventable post-harvest 

farm losses, poor transport, the lack of proper storage and retail.  

Rishvi said about Honey-Taste Jackfruits. The jackfruit has played a significant role in 

Indian agriculture for centuries. Archeological findings in India have revealed that jackfruit was 

cultivated in India 3000 to 6000 years ago. It is also widely cultivated in Southeast Asia. The 

jackfruit is one of the three auspicious fruits of Tamil Nadu, along with the mango and banana. 

Jackfruit is the national fruit of Bangladesh. It is also the state fruit of the Indian state of Kerala. 

But jackfruit remains a hard sell in much of India. Although the fruit was seen as an important 

staple 40 or 50 years ago, it is now derided as a poor man's fruit, said Shree Padre, a jackfruit 

farmer from Karnataka. The jackfruit, also known as jack tree is a species of tree in the Artocarpus 

genus of the mulberry family. It is native to parts of South and Southeast Asia, and is believed to 

have originated in the southwestern rain forests of India, in present-day Goa, Kerala, coastal 

Karnataka, and Maharashtra. 

Vidhya spoke on Kumari Medicinal Plants. There are about 500 varieties of medicinal 

plants in Kanyakumari District. Some medicinal plants in the form of creepers are Ulinjai, 

Mudakathan. Medicinal plants like Nila Vengam and Karuapattai have leaves that are evergreen. 

Some of the other medicinal plants are Chundaikai, Mimosa, Thumbai, Sothu Kattalai, Erukku 

and Arugam Grass. Puliyarrai is medicinal plant that cures head ache, bloody diarrhea and painful 

swelling. Korai grass is also a medical valued plant that is a tonic for liver and heart and an aid 

against hypertension. 

Vijayaraj spoke on Endangering Coconut Trees. The coconut palm thrives on sandy 

soils and is highly tolerant of salinity. It prefers areas with abundant sunlight and regular rainfall, 

which makes colonizing shorelines of the tropics relatively straightforward. Coconuts also need 

high humidity for optimum growth, which is why they are rarely seen in areas with low humidity, 

like the southeastern Mediterranean or Spain, even where temperatures are high enough. The 

coconut palm is damaged by the larvae of many Lepidoptera species which feed on it. Coconut 

leaf beetle feeds on young leaves, and damages both seedlings and mature coconut palms. The 
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fruit may also be damaged by eriophyid coconut mites. This mite infests coconut plantations, and 

is devastating: it can destroy up to 90% of coconut production. The immature seeds are infested by 

larvae staying in the portion covered by the perianth of the immature seed; the seeds then drop off 

or survive deformed. Spraying with wettable sulfur or with neem-based pesticides can give some 

relief, but is cumbersome and labor-intensive. 

Abina shared information on Suchindram Theroor Bird Sanctuary. The Suchindram 

Theroor Birds Sanctuary is a proposed protected area comprising the Suchindram Kulam 

wetlands. Being at the extreme southern tip of India, this area underlies the southernmost 

continental range of the Central Asian Flyway. It constitutes a Network of ten ponds which are 

rich in birdlife. 90 Species of birds are reported from this conservation reserve. It is a place of 

immense tourism and educational values. This place is known as District of Ponds. Suchindram 

pond is rich in flora and fauna. It houses a huge variety of aquatic vegetation like lotus, water lily, 

floating hearts and other water plants. The sanctuary is often visited by many migratory water 

birds like painted stork and spot billed pelicans. Many other birds like cattle egrets, great 

cormorants, darters, purple swamphen, and bronze-winged Jacanas can also be seen here. Pied 

kingfisher, brahminy kite and marsh harrier, dabchick, grey heron, Garganey, purple heron, 

cinnamon bittern, open bill stork, cotton pygmy goose, whiskered tern and little tern, black winged 

stilt, greenshank, little ringed plover and the common sandpiper are some of the birds that reside 

here. A group of small trees and bushes are seen in the centre of the pond. These help as resting 

places for the birds. 

Indhuja said about Chittar I and Chittar II. The Chittar Dam I is constructed across 

River Chittar I which has its source in the mountains in Klamala Reserve Forest, near Ettukani and 

Vandiplavukani at an elevation of over 2000 Ft. above M.S.L. and is it about 2.00 Km up-stream 

of the confluence of the River with Kodaiyar. Chittar Dam II is constructed across River Chittar II 

which has its source in Klamala Reserve Forest at an elevation of about 2300 Ft. above M.S.L. 

and is at about 2.00 Km. upstream on the southern and eastern slopes of Kurinchimalai and after 

running for 10.00 Km. merge at Sivalogam estate to form Chittar II and then flows for 4.8 Km and 

joins with Kodaiyar.  

Raksha spoke on Thamirabarani River. The major river in the district is Thamirabarani 

River locally known as Kuzhithuraiar. This river has two major tributaries with the Pechiparai 

Dam and Perunchani Dam respectively built across them, Kodayar and Paralayar. There are many 

tributaries for the Kodayar River of which Chittar River I and Chittar II, with their dams, are the 

major ones. The origin of Thamirabarani River is in the Western Ghats and the river confluences 

with Arabian Sea near Thengapattanam, about 56 km. west of Kanyakumari town. 

Sabrina shared information on Perunchani Dam. Perunchani Dam is an irrigation dam at 

Perunchani, Kanyakumari District, in the state of Tamil Nadu, India. The dam is built between 

two hillocks across the river Paralayar. This dam was built during the period 1948 and 1953 by the 

erstwhile T.C. State. It is across a picturesque valley between 2 hillocks forming an ideal site. The 
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dam is straight gravity masonry dam of 373.10 M long consisting of 275.28 M of bulk head 

section. A drainage gallery of 1.52 to 2.29 M. has been provided in the middle river section for a 

length of 45.70 M which serves a longitudinal inspection chamber as well as out-let for the 

seepages from the foundation. The dam is set amidst the hills of the Western Ghats and commands 

a picturesque view of the hills and lush greenery around. 

Anisha discussed about the Estuaries of Kanyakumari. There are three important rivers 

in ecosystems, which confluence with Arabian Sea in Kanyakumari. Thengapattinam estuary is 

formed by the confluence of river Tampirabarani between Thengapattinam and Eraiummanthurai. 

Valliyar estuary is formed by the river Valloiyar near Kadiapattinam. Manakudy estuary formed 

by the confluence of river Pazhayar in between East and West Manakudy villages. Apart from 

these are two minor estuaries also: they are Pambar estuary near Colachel and Pantri estuary near 

Rajakkamangalam. These are formed by the drainage canal excess waste during monsoon and the 

water drained from the irrigational fields mixing with sea. 

Jaslin said about Pechipparai Reservoir. Pechiparai Reservoir is a reservoir near the 

village of Pechiparai in Kanyakumari District. The reservoir was formed by the construction of the 

Pechiparai Dam. It was built during the period 1897 - 1906 by the European engineer, Mr. 

Minchin during the reign of the Travancore Maharaja Moolam Thirunal. The original cost of 

construction of the dam was Indian Rupees 26.1 Lakhs. The dam is a straight gravity type 

masonry dam 425.5 m long and 120.7 m high above the deepest foundation. There is no inspection 

gallery. The water from the reservoir is used for both irrigation of crops and for drinking purposes, 

which has led to conflict between farmers who want to use all the water for their crops, and local 

authorities, who don't have another place to draw drinking water from, for supply to the urban 

areas. The dam is surrounded by hills of the Western Ghats. 

Nivedth Shankar shared views about an interesting topic. His topic was Effects of 

Rubber. Ficus elastic is also called the rubber fig, rubber bush, rubber tree, rubber plant. Rubber 

plantations are expanding rapidly. The planting of rubber takes in more water thus decreasing the 

groundwater table. It also makes use of most of the fertilizers in the soil thus decreasing the soil 

fertility. Though many people prefer the planting of rubber trees these days, they blow heat 

breeze. More rubber plantations are found nowadays in Kanyakumari these days. This does not 

allow the growth of other plants along with this thus reducing biodiversity. In order to dry the 

rubber tree, smoke is given to it. When this smoke reaches the atmosphere, it causes damage to the 

environment as well as the humans. 

Nishanth gave a talk on Wetlands of Kumari. Over the years bountiful monsoon rain 

had created more than 2,000 small and large water bodies in the lowland plains of Kanyakumari 

district. Sustained for centuries by the tropical forests at the southern end of the Western Ghats, 

these freshwater wetlands were being exploited by local farmers as irrigation reservoirs. Apart 

from their irrigation potential, these ponds and lakes were well known for the fish they produce. 

Destruction of wetlands occurred before local people realized their folly.  Adjacent to Suchindrum 



tank wetlands was the rapidly expanding Nagercoil that used the wetlands as convenient dumps 

for wastes. Crops such as coconuts were planted in and around the reservoirs, thus reducing their 

capacity to sustain the backbone of the region‟s agriculture of rice cultivation. 

Raghul gave a clear idea on Mukkadal Dam. Mukkadal dam is built across the Vambaru 

River. It was built by Sree Chithira Thirunal Balarama Varma in 1945, the King of Travancore. 

The dam is constructed of clay and granite stones. The depth of water behind the dam is 

approximately 100 ft. The reservoir supplies water for the town of Nagercoil. Various types of 

forest products like bamboos, reeds, canes, soft wood tamarind, lemon grass, rubber, coconut, 

areca nut, kadukkai, cinnamon bark, nelli, cardamom, mango, lemon varieties, jack fruit, and 

many medicinal plants of high value are harvested here. The mountain range is near the end point 

of Western Ghats. The foot hill is followed by green paddy fields and coconut groves, Banana 

groves with few rubber plantations. The dam and reservoir are surrounded by hills on three sides. 

The people in the nearby villages mainly depend on this beginning point of the Western Ghats for 

their livelihood. 

With this the presentation session came to an end and Mr.Mullanchery M.Velaian gave a 

short address at last. He said that all presented well. He then informed us about the next meet of 

PowerPoint presentation on the research topic. He also said about the parents meet to be held on 

the third Saturday. Then we had a wonderful sleep there. Next day morning we woke with full of 

excitement and enthusiasm in walking to Chitar II. 

Before our walk, at 5:45pm there was small meeting held. The sister said about the 

serving of society, inspiration and will power. We should always have a good mentality of serving 

the poor without hesitance as Mother Teresa. Whenever we do something we should have the 

courage and will power in doing the work successfully. Only with will power we can be a 

successful person in our life. Above all we should have faith in God. With God we are a hero, 

without God we are a zero. She said us to study well, aim high, always have positive thought, 

faith in God. Follow all these and work for the goodness of all. Next Edin Jijo, Gby Atee, Abina, 

Jefin and I gave the feedback. With the blessing of the sister we began our walk. 

We walked through a pleasant environment and reached Chittar II. It has a catchment 

area of 1010sq.km. Its total length is 3300+1500.Its height is 82ft. Its FRL is +269ft. MWL is 

+272ft. The top width is 20. Its dead storage is 409m.cft. The live capacity above +251 is 

600m.cft. After the walk the meeting came to an end and we returned back home.  

The meeting enabled me understand the importance of biodiversity and fed me with some 

ways to increase the diversity of biological organisms to maintain a Sustainable Environment. The 

meeting also enabled me know that, biodiversity is an urgent need of today. I was made aware of 

biodiversity and its significance through this meet by going to various places enriched with 

biodiversity. THANKS TO KAP FOR ALL THESE. 
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REPORTED BY, 

GBY ATEE, 

GREEN TEAM 

The first meet of the selected young scientists was held at LMS Boys Hr. Sec. School 

Marthandam 26/10/14. Then was the scientific awareness camp at Thovalai. Here we all were 

made aware of the need for sustainability. The next meet at MACET on 22/11/14 which was the 

Management Concept in Thirukkural, created a link between the present generation and the past 

and then fourth meet was at Govt. Medical College, Asaripallam on 29/11/2014. It trained us to 

become doctors and the next camp was a Study on Sustainable Environment on 6
th

 and 7
th

 of 

December. It was a two days camp which was held at various places like Thirukurumkudi 

Nambikovil then PSN College and then finally at Vivasaya Seva Sangam, Puliyankudi. Then was 

the Coastal Environmental Study Camp and it was one of the best. We became aware of the life of 

coastal people and we were exposed to a new place. We then planned for the team meet on 

04/01/2015 at Hindu Vidhyalaya School, Marthandam through which we realized the true caliber 

of our team members. The next meet at Government Library, Pienkulam on the 17
th

 of January 

was the Arivial Tamil Muzhakam, and this meet highlighted the importance of Mother tongue 

Tamil. After the Technical Presentation on Science & Technological Innovations held at Maria 

College of Engineering and Technology, Attoor on 14
th

 of February was the National Science Day 

Celebration on Scientific Development in India, on 28
th

 of February at SIGMA College of 

Architecture, Moododu. It was really a great opportunity for us to know about the scientific rank 

of India. Then was the most awaited program, the Biodiversity camp on 7
th

 and 8
th

 of March. It 

was a unique and exclusive program which made us aware of the rich biodiversity of our nation. 

“We're losing biodiversity globally at an alarming rate, and we need a cornucopia of 

different plants and animals, for the planet's health and our own” - Diane Ackerman 

Biodiversity refers to the range of life on Earth at all its levels. If truth be told 

biodiversity is worth more than gold. Nature will protect us only if we protect the nature. Letting 

the species go extinct would make our life a question as we all are inter linked. In order to bring 

this kind of awareness within us the biodiversity camp was held and it made us conscious about 

the need for preserving our biodiversity that our nation is blessed with. 

The inaugural ceremony was held at Excel Central School, Thiruvattar. I felt really glad 

and extremely delighted to have inaugurated the program in my own school, Excel Group of 

Institution. After the breakfast we all assembled in the hall for the inaugural ceremony. I felt so 

fortunate to compeer the session. Firstly I invited all the dignitaries on to the dais and they 

include; the principal and the power behind the success of Excel Central School, Dr. Rita Suroki, 

the founder patron and the life blood of KAP, Mr. Mullanchery M. Velaian, a single most 

energetic administrator of Excel Group of institution Mr. P. Gopalan and Dr. A. D. Sobanaraj, 

Environmental Scientists, who works on creating a sustainable environment and the forest officer. 



Mr. Gopalan then gave the welcome address, he welcomed the principal of Excel Central 

School, Dr. Rita Suroki, and her presence has begun bringing change in the school me mentioned.  

Then Dr. Sobanaraj was welcomed and he is said to be a man of „Nature Conserver and Nature 

Lover‟. The quote that comes to my mind when I think of him, “Earth was created for all of us, 

but not for some of us.” He also welcomed the forest officer, who would be guiding us though 

out our camp.  After that the most renowned personality and the atom Mr. Velaian, he cited him to 

be the most energetic, multi perceptual person.  Finally he welcomed all the guide teachers, 

resource person‟, coordinators and the entire young scientist to the gathering.  He wished us, all 

the best for making this camp a very successful award. 

In continuation to that, myself Gby gave a brief note about the activities of KAP as 

mentioned earlier.  Then the introductory address was given by Mr. Velaian, the organizer of 

KAP.  He stated that during our coastal camp we learnt and experienced the coast and its specialty, 

and in this biodiversity camp we are going to learn and experience the significance of the nature, 

and its biodiversity.  He mentioned that Dr. Sobanaraj received the Gandian service award as an 

educationalist.  He is a genius and a man of inspiration. Sun can‟t change and the sun is always the 

same.  We humans are changing and depleting all our resources and we feel that the sun is getting 

hotter.  It is not the sun that should change its setting but it is we the humans who should change 

ourselves to suit the world.  He advised us to have a keen note on the talks given by both the 

students and others because they are the most valid part of our education, practical education. He 

also presented a book published by the former Young Scientists to Dr. Rita Suroki. 

Dani Rovas then gave a talk on the theme house gardening. House gardening is the 

method of farming around the house.  Instead of beautifying our house with flowers it is better that 

we enrich the standard of our food by planting vegetables that we uptake. Having a house garden 

can stabilize and improvise the fertility of the soil. We needn‟t opt for pots when having a house 

garden. It is even advisable for us to plant the plants on a coconut shell after the coir in it is being 

removed. It is necessary for us to water the plants regularly and it is better to water plants before 

dawn or dusk. The plants must be fertilized with natural fertilizer at least once in a year. Fencing 

the garden and leaving enough space between them is also a way to take better care of the garden 

plants. The best time to keep house garden is monsoon which ranges from February to March. 

Finally she concluded by saying that in today‟s life, where we get medicined and inorganic 

vegetables and fruits, having g a house garden will be very beneficial for our health and expands 

our existence. 

Dr. Rita Suroki then felicitated the gathering. She asserted that conservation of papers 

and using them promptly is also a way to preserve nature. One of the best natural products that is 

abundant and can be used as fertilizer is the leaves that fall off from plants. Burning leaves can 

lead to problems like increase of global warming as CO2 is released.  She then insisted us to come 

up with ideas to overcome this issue.  Her talk made us all to work in a way that would lead to 

sustainability. 



Then was the most awaited talk by Dr. Sobanaraj, the Environmental Scientist.  He stated 

that he was very much contented to be amid students who are with a fire to preserve nature.  Plants 

are considered as the gift of Nature / God to us.  We humans take in oxygen and then release 

carbon dioxide.  This carbon dioxide is taken by the plants and releases pure oxygen.  Bharat is 

Gods own country.  Bharat has everything that a man needs to sustain life but we the humans are 

misusing it.  Western Ghats is a UN heritage site and is also a biodiversity hot spot. 

Agasthiar Ranges is in the southern tip of the Western Ghats and the Tamilians live near 

it.  This place is rich with a lot of endemic species.  The endemic species are the species of plants 

or animals that are native to the region and is only present in that region.  Mango, Jack fruit and 

Banana are endemic to India.  India is a primary center for those species.  In Tamil Nadu there 

were nearly 350 different types of mango and out of those 350, now only 33 varieties exist.  Other 

species have become extinct.  There were 300 varieties of Jack fruits and 46 varieties of bananas, 

of which 6 varieties of banana have already become extinct.  Mango is the queen of fruits and we 

the Indian must be proud to have it native to India.  In the southern Western Ghats there are nearly 

2000 endemic, species and 1720 species of plants especially medicinal plants. 

We are near the equator and we are most likely to be affected first due to global warming.  

Kanyakumari district will be in water crisis within the next 7 years.  He concluded by saying that, 

it is our prime duty to preserve our biodiversity.  We were in the closing part of the inaugural 

ceremony and finally Dani Rovas gave the vote of thanks. Then our journey to „0‟point began. 

We reached the „0‟ point and firstly had a discussion about the medicinal garden there. 

Dr. Sobanaraj listed out some medicinal plant from the surrounding and they include;  

 Synus melgon: the fruit is used to make medicine 

 malai thangi 

 thipili 

 Ashokam: bark of this tree is used to make tonic 

 chankupushpa 

 changilaig pirandai: has more fiber content and so is good for constipation 

 sabavedi is used to make medicine 

 Pepper: there are nearly 8 species of pepper in our region 

 ginca roshea: the flower of it is used to cure snake bites and heart blocks 

 nithya kalyani 

 ela vembu: is used to cure chickenkunia and swine flu 

 arokiya pachilay: is used to cure AIDS and is an endemic plant 

 Nochi 

 Briophyllum 



He also added that rubber plant is not good because of the reason that it absorbs a lot of 

water leaving none for other plants. Monoculture is the process of culture that involves the 

production of only on plant. 

We then moved to the power house after a drive. Mr. Moorthy and Mr. Raji guided us at 

Kodhayar power house. The Kodhayar-I power house was built in the year 1964. In the process of 

electricity production, first the electricity moves to Kodhayar- I and then to the Kodhayar- II and 

finally reaches the electricity boards. At Kodhayar- I, 60 mega watt of electricity is produced and 

in Kodhayar- II, 40 mega watt of electricity is produced. As a whole 100 mega watt of electricity 

is being produced from Kodhayar. The turbine used is the Balton Company machine. The force of 

water turns the blades of the turbine. The turbine rotates about 500 times per minute. The water 

falls from 17 anchor height. This water reaches the production place within 1.3 seconds. We also 

saw a Cooling water system. Abhirami gave the feedback. It was really a great experience for us to 

have learnt about electricity production. Then was the time of ours to enjoy at the Rettai Falls. 

After our lunch we all sat beneath the shade of a huge tree facing the Western Ghats and 

the Pechuparai water.  Mr. Christopher, PTA Secretary, hailing from the region stated that, the 

water can rise to a maximum height of 48 ft.  He mentioned that towards the east of the mountain 

is the Perunjani. Pechuparai is the river that fills very fast during rain.  There are 5 major dams in 

Kanyakumari district and one of the most important one is the Pechuparai.  There are many 

expensive trees like Sandal, Teak and siru-naval tree (that grows upto a limit and then spreads 

out).  The common animals found here are elephant, cheetah, tiger, bear, pig and anteater.  During 

summer those animals come down to the water bodies to drink water. 

The forest is under the scrutiny of the forest officers.  They have watch towers with 

cameras to have a control over the activities happening in the forest depth.  There are nearly 48 

tribal villages in our district and some of them are Mookarakal and Aarukani.  The specialty of 

these tribes are that each community worshiped different God but now they worship the common 

God.  They are the one and only people who have food which is cultivated originally by them.  

Now 90% of them are well educated.  Under the guidance of Kamarajar 9 Rubber plantations were 

established to increase employment.  But now the 9 have reduced by merging as a result this has 

reduced employment.  The tribal‟s joint to form community and they work on preserving the 

forest.  His informative talk came to an end and the feedback was given by Kalithas, Nishanth and 

Reshma. 

Dr. Sobanaraj, the Environmental Scientist asserted that „India is God‟s own Country‟.  

It has got all the resources that a man needs to sustain life.  Western Ghats is a world heritage site 

due to its biodiversity and geographical features. 450 crore years back all the separated continents 

of today were together called pangia.  Then due to continental drift, they all broke and moved 

apart.  The Sri Lankan Western Ghats and the Indian Western Ghats have the same species of 

animals living in them.  The Sri Lankan Rathnagiri Mountains have stones which are similar to the 

ones in the Western Ghats. The Western sides of the Western Ghats are vertical but the Eastern 



sides are very sloppy.  This is because of the reason that the ranges were dragged and separated to 

for the Western Ghats to Sri Lanka. Southern Western Ghats has more biodiversity.  Nearly 80% 

of the lives in the Western Ghats are insects.  The forest is of 5 storied.  They are called the living 

cathedral.  The layers include; Forest canopy – top most region, nearly 30 lakh insects lives, 

Medium sized trees, Small trees, Shrubs and Forest Floor. 

The Thetti root is of medicinal value. In the past, it was said the there are 600 species of 

trees in Agasthiyar Ranges. Later on a foreigner named Bodhila did a study and stated that there 

are 450 different species of trees.  Now if we ask the foresters they say that there are a maximum 

of 150 species.  This comments prove us that most of the species have become extinct and this 

certainly because of the foolishness of we the humans.  There are 2 types of teak, which are 

common.  Kol-teak, which is short with a lot of branches and the Kodimara-teak, which is very 

tall upto 100 ft.  There are 5 types of monkeys and they include; Hanuman Monkey, Bonamaka 

and Karunkurangu 

Tiger is a shy animal and they harm us only if we disturb them.  The total area of our 

district is 1684
2
 km.  Among it 30% is forest, and in the 30%, 10% is dominated by people and 

20% of the area is coast and 40% of the district population is here.  50% of the land is middle land 

50% people occupy this place.  Forest water is the source of water for us.  Water is regarded as 

liquid gold and soil as solid gold. 

There is a wide range of food chain.  Only if we protect our nature the nature will protect 

us.  Plants neutralize the harmful effects that are produced by the humans.  After industrialization 

the rate of CO2 has increased. He then mentioned one of his greatest achievements of growing 

87,000 trees, out of his target of 100,000 trees. Endemic species are in different stages of 

extinction.  The stage it undergoes is; common to rare to very rare to endangered and finally to 

extinction.  Underneath the soil is another world that makes the life of plants flourished.  Finally 

he concluded with famous words of Gandhi, “Nature has everything for mans need, but not for 

his greed”.  Merishya gave the feedback of the talk of Dr. Sobanaraj. 

Mr. Thiruvengadam thanked the district forest officer Mr. Vishnuji Vishwanath, Assistant 

forest conservator Mr. Gopaladhs, Ranger Mr. Alphilis, Forester Mr. Ganeshan, Guard Mr. Supin 

and Jeyasekhar, Watchman Mr. Ramaswami and Mr. Kumar and Mr. Christopher the one who 

hails in the area for their presence and support.  He also appreciated their devotion and sincerity.  

He also thanked Dr. Sobanaraj for his words and his talk was like a golden shower. Keeping in 

mind that we are the treasure chest of India we proceeded to the talks by students. 

The first talk was by Abila on the theme Plants of Kumari.  She stated that the forest our 

district is nearly 750 million years old. Agasthiyar Mountain has an origin of many new species of 

plants.  Mango, Jack fruit and Banana are the most common and abundant ones.  Allover is a 

medicinal plant that cures ulcer and many other diseases as well. Out of the total district area of 

1,67,130 hectares, forests occupy an area of 50486 hectares which is about 30.2% of the total 



district geographical area, which is next to Nilgiri District with (59%) and Dharmapuri District 

(38%) in the State. 

Shifi then delivered her talk on the topic Insecticides. Insecticides are used to kill insects 

that feed on the agricultural crops. They are greatly destructive to our health. They can lead to 

diseases like cancer and even genetic disorder. The best example of it is the Bhopal tragedy. It still 

has an impact on the generation it follows. It pollutes the soil, land and the water. Eagles that eat 

plants that have used insecticides lay eggs with shells that are too weak. When it sits on the egg to 

incubate it the egg shell crack and kills the lives of many new born. The one and the only way to 

overcome this are to create awareness about organic farming and practice it. Not only the plants 

are being affected because of the insecticides but we the human communities are also dying alone 

with the plants. In the soil there are nearly 1000 of bacteria‟s which are alone sufficient for the 

growth of the plants. 

Then was the turn of Prabin Kumar to talk on the theme Kumari Marine Life. As the sea 

is vast in our district shark is abundant.  There are many types of fish like Kendai, Keluthi, Raal, 

Chembari, Modai, Thalava, Moratu fish, Vela fish and so on. Fish resources are normally found in 

regions of low depth.  The major causes of death of these lives are the usage of plastics. Dr. 

Sobanaraj added that the salinity, air current and the water current influence the marine lives. In 

the year 1999 there were nearly 136 different sea algae. Due to the increase in global warming the 

surface water temperature has gone up.  This affects the coral reef. When the temperature goes up 

the lives in the coral reef start to depart their life. Fish is the staple food of many and it is an easily 

digestible protein. Ocean originates from the mountains. To preserve the substantial earning of 

many and to preserve the lives of marine organism it is important for us to conserve all our 

resource. 

Reshma then shared her views on the theme Kumari Birds. 30% of our district is 

covered with dense forest and it is about 75 million years old.  There are more than 100 birds 

native to our district and nearly 14 migratory birds in our district. Hunting, UV Rays, 

Deforestation and pollution are destroying the lives of birds. The aquatic birds found here are 

herons, egrets, cormorants, storks and ducks. Those who visit the district as visitors include 

flamingo and migratory birds such as pintail duck, bar headed goose, terns and other species. Dr. 

Sobanaraj added that in Suchindram Theroor Birds Sanctuary Great Indian Hornbill, Malabar 

Hornbill and the Silone Frog mouth are some of the rare birds found. 

Mary Sushimija then conversed on the theme Biodiversity in Kanyakumari. 

Biodiversity refers to the variety of life on Earth at all its levels, from genes to ecosystems, and the 

ecological and evolutionary processes that sustain it. Biodiversity includes not only species we 

consider rare, threatened, or endangered, but every living organism. Year‟s back 60% of the land 

was filled with forest and now it has shrunk to 30%. We need biodiversity to satisfy basic needs 

like food, drinking water, fuel, shelter, and medicine.  Much of the world's population still uses 

plants and animals as a primary source of medicine.  While the Earth has always experienced 



changes and extinctions, the current changes are occurring at an unprecedented rate.  Still more 

sobering, most threats to biodiversity are caused by human activity. 

Then was the turn of Kalidhas to talk on the topic Preserve Sacred Grooves. Sacred 

grooves are present for the remembrance of our ancestors. They balance the imbalance in our 

nature.  We should protect these in order to conserve endangering resources.  There are 

endangered plants and animals‟ species in them.  Recently a new species of frog was found from 

one of it. It conserves water indirectly: - it holds the underground water. It is a unique feature of 

India and it symbolizes our nation.  The importance of it is that, it takes part in the sustainability 

of the environment. 

We then made our way to Chittar- I. The Chittar Dam I was constructed across River 

Chittar I which has its source in the mountains in Klamala Reserve Forest. It has a catchment area 

of 8.5
2 

miles and the length of the dam is 2500ft. The height is 73ft. The water spread area is 1.13
2
 

miles and the live water storage is 393 m.cft. The dead storage is 217.35 m.cft. The maximum 

discharge is 1400 cusecs. 

We then reached St. Thomas Social Welfare Centre, Alancholai. After a short break we 

all assembled, eagerly waiting to listen to the theme talks by the students. Jereshya shared her 

views on the theme Kumari Wildlife. Next to Niligiri is Kanyakumari with so much of mountain. 

Mountains are home to a lot of animals. As Muthukuzhi Vayal is a catchment area animals don‟t 

live here. Animals on the hills of the district include Bengal Tiger, Elephant, Sambar Deer, 

Porcupines, Hedgehogs and wild boar, while pied kingfisher, Painted Stork and cranes are 

commonly found in the water bodies and wetlands. Reptiles include Monitor Lizards, Pythons, 

Blood Viper and other snakes. In Mahendragiri hills, one can find Elephant, Tiger, Leopards and 

deer. The Keeriparai and Maramalai hills are habitats for wild Elephants and Indian Bison. The 

Kodayar hills are the breeding centers for the Indian rock pythons and Indian Bison. In the 

Theroor wetlands, one can see several varieties of storks and migratory birds during certain 

seasons. 

Sanjana then shared some interesting facts on the theme Advantages and Disadvantages 

of Insects. From the start of our life there is a link between humans and insects. Useful insects 

include bees and silk worms. Silk worms are beneficial in making silk products and bee is useful 

in the production of honey. Bees also play a vital role in pollination. Some harmful insects include 

mosquitoes, houseflies and locusts. Mosquitoes and houseflies spread communicable diseases. 

Locusts destroy crops. In this way they are useful in some way and harmful in the other way. We 

have to identify the good values of those and try eliminating the demerits of those with demerits. 

The last member of Maroon team to present was Jenisha and she conversed on the topic 

Kumari Irrigation Canal. Canal irrigation is the most important form of irrigation. The role of 

Canal irrigation for modernization of irrigation in India is great. Modern Canal irrigation has 

become a part and parcel of river valley projects. The water of the Pechiparai is taken along the 



canal to Puthen dam across the Paraliyar.  Puthen dam is the main head works of the entire system 

when water of the Pechiparai and Perunchani meet.  At the head works, these waters are flown 

into Pandiankal and Padmanabhapuram Puthanar.  The Pandiyankal after running for about 2.5 

Km splits into two at Chellanthurithy.  The Padmanabhapuram Puthanar irrigates vast tracks land 

in Kalkulam Taluk.  Thovalai channel extends upto Tirunelveli District by the name of 

Radhapuram channel. 

Then was the turn of Green team members and myself Gby was the first person to share 

my views on the theme Medicinal Plants that are to be Preserved. Nature provides everything 

that a man wants to sustain life. The most important aspect is the medicinal plants. „Health is 

Wealth‟. Keeping this in mind it is very important for us to take care of our health. Allopathic 

Medicines have side effects and they cure for a short time leading to problems from other 

direction. The most sustainable and healthy form of medicines are from the natural medicinal 

plant. Some of the plants include; 

 Pergularia daemia (Veliparuthi): used in the treatment of diarrhea 

 Plectranthus amboinicus (Karpuravalli):  treats common cold, cough, 

sore throats and nasal conjunction and is used for indigestion problems.   

 Piper longum (long pepper):  increases immunity power and helps to 

destroy germs and increases hemoglobin. 

 Clitoria ternatea (blue pea or shankupushpam):  used to treat brine 

disorder and eye problems, throat infection and controls excessive 

sweating.   

 Vitex negundo (nochie):  used to treat sinus infection, ring worm and 

other skin diseases. Also cures liver disorder and backache.   

 Hybanthus enneaspemus (orithazh thamarai):  used to treat head ache 

and stress related disorder and to treat scorpion stings. 

 Centella asiatica (vallari): improves memory power and nerves 

coordination, digestion and it cures all skin related problems. 

 Hemidesmus indicus (Nanari):  It purifies blood and used to treat skin 

problems and contributes to hormone balancing. 

Some of the methods to preserve those medicinal plant species are by encouraging sacred 

grooves and developing the medicinal garden where ever possible. 

Then was the talk by the co-leader of Green team, Jisfia on the theme Earthworms and 

soil. Earth worms are living organisms present in the soil that improves the quality of the soil 

which flourishes the plants growth. They offer many benefits like improve the soil quality, more 

stable soil structure and above all help improve farm productivity. Worms feed on plant remains. 

The digestive substance they produce after feeding on them is organic. So this makes the soil more 

nutritive. The burrowing by earthworms loosens and aerates the soil and improves soil drainage. It 

also lets essential air to enter the root. 



Ayana then shared her views on the topic River Sand Mining. Sand Mining changes the 

riverbeds into large deep pits; as a result, the groundwater table drops leaving the drinking water 

wells dry. They also diminish the water quality. In rivers which are a bit near the coasts, seawater 

enters inland areas rendering hundreds of acres brackish. Sand mining near bridges makes the 

structure weak and collapse.  This can also lead to soil erosion by banks which suspend the solids 

in the water which causes water pollution. For thousands of years, sand has been used in the 

construction of roads and buildings. Today, demand for sand continues to increase. Miners must 

ensure that sand mining is conducted in a responsible manner. 

Then was the talk by Ageesha on Keeriparai Mountains. Keeriparai Mountain is near 

Vattaparai Forest Stream in Kanyakumari district. It is 10km away from Perunjani. The Keeriparai 

hills are habitats for wild Elephants and Indian Bison. This is a habitat of many tribal‟s. Those 

tribal‟s lead a simple life and very few are said to be literate. 

Then was another interesting talk by Shruthikrishna on the topic Medicinal plants that 

are endangered. Though we have medicines to cure all our diseases naturally we are not using it 

and are not aware of it. She mentioned some of the medicinal values of some medicinal plants 

like; 

 Veliparuthi: cures snake bites 

 Shankupushpam: stabilizes the pain caused by any stabs 

 Vallarai: improve our memory power 

 Thipili: it increase our immunity power 

Government has many laws to preserve wildlife, birdlife and all other resources but there 

are no laws for the protection of medicinal garden. To increase our dependence on medicinal 

plants all must be made aware of its medicinal value and medicinal gardens must be setup where 

ever it could be done. 

Kaviya then conversed on her topic Ulakkai Falls. Ulakkai Falls is a natural waterfall 

situated in Azhagiapandipuram village of Thovalai Taluk. It is a 1000ft fall which is greatly 

enjoyed by the tourists for it greenery. Water is available in this water fall even during summer. 

The falls is up in the middle of forested hills which can be reached by foot. When seen from a 

distance it seems to be like a crusher and thus it was named ulakkai which means crusher in 

Tamil. 

Haritha then shared some of her thoughts on another tourist spot, Thirparappu. 

Thirparappu is famous for its waterfalls and is located in Kanyakumari District. It was also called 

as Pathrakali falls in the past. This famous falls is in the Kothai River. The Kothai descends at 

Thirparappu. Thirparappu waterfall is 300 ft feet. The waterfall has flows for around seven months 

in the whole year. Thirparappu barrier has been constructed for supplying water to the paddy 

fields. The irrigation facility is extremely useful to the community. There is a Siva temple named 



Mahadever. There are many inscriptions that are dated to the 19
th

 century. The river beds are very 

rocky and are unsafe during heavy rainfall.  

The last member of green team to present was Aswin and he delivered a talk on the 

Kanyakumari and Flower Resources. Kanyakumari ranks first in Tamil Nadu in flower 

production. Kanyakumari receives 1460mm of rain and the average temperature is 32
o
 C which is 

the best condition for the growth of flowering plants. Usage of fertilizers saw a rise in production 

which later on diminished. Thovalai and the area surrounding it are involved in the fresh flower 

industry, growing flowers for sale to other areas of India as well as for export. This helps the 

villagers earn a more substantial income. Many also earn by tying those flower to make garlands 

which has interested many people. 

Jefin, Blue team leader shared his views on the interesting theme Endangered Ants. 

Ants live in colony and they consist of a queen ant, servants and male ants. Except in Antarctica, 

Greenland and Iceland all the other parts have ants. We disliking the activeness of the ant are 

poisoning it. We poison its food and the food is carried to the colony. All the ants in the colony eat 

the poisoned food and die. Some ants die due to cold weather and some die due to the aluminum 

molten being poured on them. Insecticides and fertilizers also kill them. Ants communicate with 

each other using pheromones, sounds, and touch. Since most ants live on the ground, they use the 

soil surface to leave pheromone trails that may be followed by other ants. Ants play a major role 

in agriculture. The ants‟ forms tiny holes when they move underground. These will enable oxygen 

and other gases to reach the root of plants and trees. They also aerate the soil which improves soil 

drainage. The death of ants also affects the food chain and finally would also affect us humans as 

we are the part of the food chain. One of the most important aspects that one must learn form an 

ant is its activeness and its team work. It is the only living thing that doesn‟t sleep. 

Shalomi, the co-leader then gave us a brief idea about Putheri Pond. She mentioned that 

the pond was used for irrigation purpose in the past and it flourished the agricultural land along 

which it flew. But now after the development over time it has been separated in to two parts for 

constructing a railway path. It also has been destroyed due to construction of houses and other 

structures in the region in and around the pond. 

Seanna then conversed on the theme Periyakulam. Periyakulam is a town and a 

Municipality in Theni district in the South Indian state of Tamil Nadu. As of 2011, the town had a 

population of 42,976. The common language spoke here is Tamil and Kanadam. Our present 

Chief Minister, Mr. Paneer Selvam is from Periyakulam. 765 of the people here are literate and 

there are many historic schools in this place that encourages education. There are 3 very old 

temples. The Balasubramaniam Swamy temple is located on the banks of the Varaha River. 

Periyakal Temple and Karanamoorthy swamy temple is located on the Periyakulam pond. It is 

greatly enjoyed by the tourists. This city is also known as „Mango City‟. 



Rudra then shared her ideas on the subject Kumari Rice Resources. Rice is the seed of 

the grass species Oryza sativa. As a cereal grain, it is the most widely consumed staple food for a 

large part of the world's human population, especially in Asia and this has increased the demand 

for rice. 58% of the people of the total population in Kanyakumari district are farmers. Olden 

times Kanyakumari was known as Najilnadu as it was the centre of production of rice. 20000 

hector of land are suitable for agriculture and are being cultivated. All these are now being 

converted into malls due to the change in interest of the people.  

Shyamini then delivered a short talk on the subject Turn down in Farming. Without 

agriculture there is no culture. Farming is one of the most important occupations which thrived 

from the start of lives. But now due to the development over time men have lost interest towards 

farming for their basic need of food. This is greatly due to the less profit that they receive by 

farming. Mr. Bergin added that a well educated person has invested all his value on developing a 

24 acre farm. He cultivates organic vegetables and one among it is cucumber. Cucumber is 

generally a creeper and creeper occupies a lot of space. To minimize this he made setting that 

would make cucumber a climber. He uses the most advanced technology in irrigating the crops by 

Drip Irrigation which minimizes the water usage. In this way though many have lost interest in 

farming some people still thrive with an interest towards it. 

Shyam then shared his views on the subject Cashew cultivation in Kumari. The cashew 

tree is a tropical evergreen tree that produces the cashew nut and cashew apple. It has proved more 

profitable, with earlier maturity and higher yields. Originally native to northeastern Brazil, the tree 

is now widely grown in tropical regions of India. It is also being cultivated and exported to other 

countries from Kanyakumari. Cashew nuts are produced in tropical countries because the tree is 

very frost sensitive; they have been adapted to various climatic regions around the world between 

the latitudes of 25°N and 25°S. Many parts of the plant are used in the traditional medicine. They 

grind the seeds into a poultice for treating snakebites, apply nut oil to cracked heels or as an 

antifungal agent, and use the fruits, bark, and leaves for many other purposes including anti-fungal 

activity, for sores and rashes. 

Akshaya then gave us a brief idea about Sea Resource of Kumari. The presence of a 

long coast and widespread sea has made many slatterns thrive. The production of salt is 

contributing greatly to the economic growth of our district. The fish resources found here are like 

shark. Shark has a lot of medicinal value and thus is exported to other countries. Our simple 

actions are spoiling the coast and this is slowly killing them and destroying the resources that we 

get granted from the sea, especially the sea fishes. The death of one life leads to the death of 

another as we all are inter-linked, by the basic bond called food chain. 

Navinjith then gave us a brief idea about Turtles. Turtles are crawling animals that live 

for nearly 150 years. Turtles are scavengers and are endangered now. They live by eating sea 

weeds. But today the sea weeds are less and so they starve for food. Sea turtles need calm 



environment to breed or else they don‟t breed. So it is very important for a calm coast. There is a 

turtle sanctuary at Rajakamangalam and at Chotavilai coast. 

Finally Aashmi, the last member of blue team conversed on the theme Mangrove forest. 

These forests prevent sand from being wearied away. The wood of these trees are also used to 

make boats. In Kadaloor, between 2 estuaries there is a mangrove forest. Avicenna and 

Rizophobia are the common varieties of trees grown here. In Manakudi Avicenna and Rizophobia 

are commonly found. In most Mangrove forest there are a lot of rare lives and mudskipper is one 

among them. This is a zone for bird and fish breeding. 

Abhirami then spoke on the theme Tourist spots in Kanyakumari district. Vattakottai 

Fort is a seaside fort near Kanyakumari. It was built in the 18
th

 century for coastal defense 

purpose. It was constructed under the supervision of Captain Eustachius De Lannoy. The fort is 

made of granite blocks and, today, a part of the fort extends into the sea. It is a protected site under 

the Indian archaeological department. 

Udayagiri Fort was rebuilt by Maharaja Marthanda Varma of Travancore in the 18
th

 

century. Presently, the fort has been turned into a bio-diversity park by the Tamil Nadu forest 

department, with sites of historical importance, such as De Lannoy's tomb, remaining as protected 

archaeological sites under the Archaeological Department of India.  

Mathur Hanging Bridge is built over the Parazhiyar River. It is one of the longest and 

highest bridges in South Asia and is also a popular tourist spot in Kanyakumari District. It was 

constructed in 1966 by the late Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu, K. Kamaraj, as a drought relief 

measure across the river Parazhiyar. Its purpose is to carry water for irrigation of water between 

Vilavancode and Kalkulam taluk. The trough structure is 7 ft in height, with a width of 7.5 ft. 

Padmanabhapuram Palace is located close to Thuckalay. The palace is inside an old 

granite fortress around four kilometers long. The palace is located at the foot of the Veli Hills, 

which form a part of the Western Ghats. The palace was constructed around 1601 A.D by 

Iravipillai Iravivarma Kulasekhara Perumal who ruled Travancore between 1592 A.D. and 1609 

A.D. In the late 18
th

 century, the capital of Travancore was shifted from here to Trivandrum. 

Vivekananda Rock Memorial was built in 1970 with a blend of all the architectural styles 

of India. Swami Vivekananda came here to India in 1892. Gandhi Memorial was built in 

remembrance of the father of our nation. A pitcher containing Gandhiji's ash is kept here for 

public to pay homage. Architecture of the building allows sun rays to fall on the exact spot, where 

the pitcher was kept on 2
nd

 October, Mahatma Gandhi's birthday. 

After the interesting talk by yellow team leader, Merishya spoke on the topic 

Mahendragiri Mountain. Mahendragiri Hills is a hill in the Thirunelveli District and it has a total 



are of about 43.6 km2. Pahruli River originates from the Mahendragiri Hill. The hill is always 

moist with a lot of valleys in it. Mahendragiri Hills is a part of the Western Ghats with a height of 

1645.2 meters. The rocky route makes tourist interested in it for hiking and mountaineering. It is 

known for the test centre of the Indian Space Research Organization. This test centre is engaged in 

integrating, assembling and testing rocket engines. Many historic events take place in this hill. 

Then was the talk by Malavika on Pothigai Hills. It is also called as Agasthiyar 

Mountains. It is in the Ashambu Hills in the southern part of the Western Ghats. It has 3 major 

slops. The western slope towards Trivandrum District, eastern slope towards Tirunelveli District, 

southern slope is located in Kanyakumari District of Tamil Nadu. At 1,866 meters, it is the highest 

peak in the rocky Ashambu hills and is with the richest concentrations of biodiversity in the 

Western Ghats. The total area of the Pothigai Hills is 20002.km. 

Edin Jijo then gave us a brief idea about Kumari Drinking Water Schemes. For the 

benefit of Kumari population, Selvi Jayalalitha our former chief minister introduced this water 

scheme. During the last Parliament Election, ADMK announced this system. During the control of 

ADMK the system of Joint Water, especially for drinking water, was implemented in Medical 

Colleges, Ayurvedic Medical Institutions and in Art Colleges. This system supplies pure drinking 

water where ever applied. This is promoting healthy water and health in all places to which it is 

being supplied. 

Argnishya then delivered a talk on Southern Western Ghats. There are many mountains 

in the south. They include the southern tip of Western Ghats, Kurunchi Hills, Maruthuval Malai 

and many more small ones like Yanai Malai, Thachu Malai and so on. All these mountains and 

hills are rich in biodiversity with more variety of trees, birds, animals, aquatic plants and animals 

and many more. Some mountains among these are considered as hotspots due to their medicinal 

significance and rich biodiversity. 

Vishal then conversed on the topic Endangering Rice Resource. Rice cultivation is 

well-suited to countries and regions with low labor costs and high rainfall, as it is labor-intensive 

to cultivate and requires ample water. Rice does thrive in a water saturated area and it can also 

survive flooding. Many rice grain producing countries have significant losses because of poor 

roads, inadequate storage technologies, inefficient supply chains and farmer's inability to bring the 

product into retail markets. Nanjilnadu and Thovalai were rich in paddy fields. Fertilizers increase 

yield only for a short period of time and later on there won‟t be any effect of it. Thus now the 

yield has reduced and so the people are transforming this arable land into construction sites. 

Immaculate Rishvi then gave a short informative and interesting talk on Sweet Jack 

Fruits. The jackfruit has played a significant role in Indian agriculture for centuries. 

Archeological findings in India have revealed that jackfruit was cultivated in India 3000 to 6000 

years ago. Jackfruits are native to our nation and there were nearly 300 different varieties of 



Jackfruits in our country. Jackfruits fruit in 2 seasons. Each and every part of the tree has its own 

use; the fruit as food and leaves as traditional spoons. 

Vidhya then gave a brief idea about Medicinal Plants. There are about 500 varieties of 

medicinal plants in Kanyakumari District. Some of them include Uzhunjai, Karisilankanni, 

Allovera, Nila Vengam, Karuapattai, Chundaikaai, Eruku, Karuvaipattai, Mymosa, Puliyarrai, 

Korai, and Arugumpul. They all cure most diseases and if consumed by all in a nation a disease 

free nation can be created. 

The last member of Yellow team was Vijay Raj and he presented on the subject 

Declining Coconut Farms. Coconut trees can grow on sandy soil and can tolerate the salinity 

more over. It prefers areas which receive more sunlight, high humidity, high temperature and 

regular rainfall. A larva species feeds on young leave and coconut beetle destroy young and 

mature coconuts tree. Coconut mites feed the coconut fruit and it has the capability of destroying 

about 90% of the coconut plantation. There is no proper remedy for this and this makes many 

people lose interest in coconut farming as they might have to face a great fall. Neem based 

pesticides is one of the best relief for this problem and farmers must be made aware of it. 

Abina, red team leader gave a brief idea about Suchindram Theroor Birds Sanctuary. 

The Suchindram Theroor Birds Sanctuary was initiated to protect the area around Suchindram 

Kulam wetlands. 85% of the birds that hail here are native to the region and the rest 15% are 

migratory birds. The sanctuary is often visited by many migratory water birds like painted stork 

and spot billed pelicans. Many other birds like cattle egrets, great cormorants, darters, purple 

swamphen, and bronze-winged Jacanas can also be seen here. Pied kingfisher, brahminy kite and 

marsh harrier, dabchick, grey heron, Garganey, purple heron, cinnamon bittern, open bill stork, 

cotton pygmy goose, whiskered tern and little tern, black winged stilt, greenshank, little ringed 

plover and the common sandpiper are some of the birds that reside here. Migratory water birds 

like pelicans and darters and native ones like tern, goose, and stork are very common here. Apart 

from this, the purple lily, the pink lotus blooming among the heart shaped leaves are some of the 

great sights. 

Then was the turn of Induja to converse on the theme Chittar- I and II. The Chittar Dam 

I was constructed across River Chittar I which has its source in the mountains in Klamala Reserve 

Forest. It has a catchment area of 8.52 miles and the length of the dam is 2500ft. The height is 

73ft. The water spread area is 1.132 miles and the live water storage is 393 m. cft. The dead 

storage is 217.35 m.cft. The maximum discharge is 1400 cusecs. It is with an elevation of over 

2000 Ft. above M.S.L. 

Chittar II is constructed across River Chittar II which has its source in Klamala Reserve 

Forest at an elevation of about 2300 Ft. above M.S.L. The catchment area is 10.12 miles and water 

spread area is 1.62 miles. The live storage capacity is 600m.cft while the dead storage capacity is 

409m.cft. The flood discharge is 760 cusecs. 



Raksha then delivered a talk on Tamiraparani River. Tamiraparani River originates on 

the eastern slopes of Western Ghats above Papanasam in the Ambasamudram taluk and flows 

towards Tirunelveli District. It originates about 2000m above sea level. It is fed by both monsoons 

and by its tributaries and also it reaches to sea by passing through Kanyakumari district. The old 

Tamil name of the river is Porunai. Some of the tributaries that flow into the river are Manimuthar 

River, Chittar River, Karaiyar, etc. The dams and reservoirs on the Tamiraparani River provide a 

large proportion of the water for irrigation and power generation for Tirunelveli District. It is the 

life line of the district. The total area is 5969 sq.km. 

Then was the talk by Sabrina on Perunchani Dam. The dam was constructed between 

the year 1948 and 1953 across the river Paralayar at Perunchani. It is constructed across a valley 

between 2 hillocks forming a perfect site. The dam was constructed in stonework with a length of 

373.1 meter. The dam is set amidst the hills of the Western Ghats and commands a picturesque 

view of the hills and lush greenery around. 

Anisha then gave a short informative talk on Estuaries. Estuaries are the region of water 

bodies where fresh water and the salt water of the ocean meet. Estuaries cause abundant 

availability of fishes here. The fishes which live in the ocean look for fresh water for breeding. 

They don‟t prefer salt water which has high salinity. Estuaries are semi enclosed bodies of water 

formed when fresh water from rivers and coastal streams flows into and mixes with salt water of 

the ocean. The 5 estuaries of Kanyakumari district are; 

• Thengapattinam estuary, formed by the confluence of river Tampirabarani in 

between Thengapattinam and Eraiummanthurai. 

• Valliyar estuary formed by the river Valloiyar near Kadiapattinam. 

• Manakudy estuary formed by the confluence of river Pazhayar in between East 

and West Manakudy villages. 

• Pambar estuary near Colachel and 

• Pantri estuary near Rajakkamangalam. 

 

Fishes don‟t lay egg in sea and come to fresh water for more food and prefer laying eggs 

in those fresh water. Photo plankton micro-organism is good food for fish. Fish lay eggs where 

this micro-organism is present as it is very nutritious for the fishes. Here salinity is less and best 

for the laying eggs as well. The salinity of sea water will be about 35ppt and the salinity of river 

water will be 0. So in estuaries the salinity will be between 0-35ppt. The fishes here have more 

adaptation. 

Jaslin Nels then gave us an interesting talk about Pechiparai Dam.  Pechiparai dam is 

constructed in the Kalkulam Taluk. It was built during the rule of Maharaja Sri Moolam Thirunal. 

It is constructed across the river Kodhayar. The length of the dam is 425metres. The catchment 



area is 204.82 km. The weather is very pleasant and hence attracts a large number of tourists. The 

dam is surrounded by dense forests which are valuable and also have a lot of rare wildlife. 

Niveth Shankar then spoke on the theme Rubber Plantation and their Impacts. Rubber 

plantations are expanding rapidly in the uplands of our district. Rubber trees take in more 

groundwater and thus reduce the groundwater table. It uses more fertilizers and thus slowly 

decreases the soil fertility. They also blow heat breeze which is not preferred. A rubber farm can 

have only rubber trees as they don‟t allow other plants or trees to grow along with them and this 

leads to the decline in biodiversity. In order to dry the rubber tree, smoke is given to it. When this 

smoke reaches the atmosphere, it causes damage to the environment as well as the humans. 

Though all are aware of these impacts people still extend their interest towards developing rubber 

farms because of high profit that it yields. 

Nishanth then gave us a brief idea about Kumari Wetlands. Due to our profuse monsoon 

rain Kanyakumari has got over 2000 water bodies. Those freshwater wetlands are being exploited 

by local farmers for irrigation. Apart from irrigation purpose they are abundant with fish. It has 

been destroyed well before the people realized their foolishness. Nearby the Suchindram tank 

wetland, now wastes are being dumped and they are polluted. These lands had been encroached 

and the Government should come forward to preserve the wetlands of Kanyakumari district. 

The last member to present was Ragul and he conversed on the theme Mukkadal Dam. 

Mukkadal dam is built across the Vambaru River. It was built by Sree Chithira Thirunal Balarama 

Varma in 1945, the King of Travancore. This dam supplies water to Nagercoil.The dam was 

constructed using clay and granite stones. Various types of forest products like bamboos, reeds, 

canes, soft wood tamarind, lemon grass, rubber, coconut, areca nut, kadukkai, cinnamon bark, 

gooseberry, cardamom, mango, lemon varieties, jack fruit, and many medicinal plants of high 

value which are harvested here. The dam is surrounded by hills on three sides. The people in the 

nearby villages mainly depend on this dam for their livelihood.  

With this the presentation of all students came to an end and Mr. Velaian informed us 

about the next program, which is the PowerPoint presentation on our Research topic. He cited that 

the presentation should be for about 20minutes, on 14
th

 of March. He appreciated all for our 

improvement in presentation from the first presentations. In the previous year‟s not all the students 

got chance to talk but we are lucky to get chances like this. I was so worried because that wonder 

full day from where I had acquired a lot of information had come to an end. I was anxiously 

waiting for the second day as I thought it would be more wonderful and auspicious than the first 

day and we all went to bed at around 11:00 am. 

The next day we all were early and we outfitted our self for another great experience. At 

around 5:45 we all assembled in the hall for a short meet, which was indeed a great start for the 

holy day, Sunday. Mr. Velaian asserted that a wealthy man lives to serve the poor and a poor man 

lives to face and overcome problem. We should always be pleased to help others and that is what 



St. Thomas Social Welfare Center is doing. They readily serve the poor and the needy by 

providing financial support in the construction of houses and education. Sr. Marietta is a great 

example for one who serves the poor and faces and overcomes any kind of problems. Vijay Raj of 

Yellow team celebrated his birthday and after a short birthday wish we tuned our ears to listen to 

the talk of Sr. Marietta. 

Sr. Marietta stated that serving other is one of the greatest gifts that we can do to anyone. 

Whoever we meet we should keep in touch with them. Our motto at this age is to learn well and 

work on our goal. So this kind of activities is supporting us in achieving our goal. We must always 

plan before doing anything only then it would be successful. Only with will power we can be a 

successful person in our life. Above everything we should have faith in God, who has the ability 

to do everything for us and make us successful. Next Edin Jijo, Dani Rovas, Abina, Jefin and I 

gave the feedback followed by thanks to the sister for their support in making this camp a 

successful one. Then began our walk to Chittar- II. 

After a walk of about 10- 15 minutes we reached Chittar- II. The view was breathe taking 

and awesome in the morning. 2 sides were outlined with beautiful triangular and bumpy hills and 

the other 2 sides with green trees. The sky was clear and the water was pleasant and made us all 

quiver. The cool breeze relaxed our mind and made us all fell free and great. We read out the 

information scrambled on the stone about Chittar- II. It said; it is a dam constructed across River 

Chittar II which has its source in Klamala Reserve Forest at an elevation of about 2300 Ft. above 

M.S.L. The catchment area is 10.12 miles and water spread area is 1.62 miles. The live storage 

capacity is 600m.cft while the dead storage capacity is 409m.cft. The flood discharge is 760 

cusecs. The length is about 33000m. After having taken some snaps we walked back along the 

beautiful oxygenating trees and we reached the stay point. We then packed up all our things and 

made our move to the bus, which was taking us to Excel Central School, the finishing point. 

At around 8:00 am, „the Elvis left the building‟. All the colours melted away and 

dispersed with a sigh. This meet was an extraordinary and memorable one. The speeches given by 

the young scientist was informative and improved our communicating skills especially in our 

mother tongue Tamil. The best of all was the talk by Dr. Sobanaraj. I wondered how a person 

could know this much of information. His talks were very interesting and we weren‟t tired of 

hearing his words as each of his words made us contribute to sustainable environment. I haven‟t 

even wondered of Kanyakumari having such a great biodiversity and we were made aware of it 

through this program. We also came to know the need for preserving our biodiversity and 

enhancing them by our contribution, which would make our life more Sustainable. 

I thank the Almighty for His blessing all throughout the program which made the day a 

successful one. I express my deep sense of gratitude to Mr. Velaian for organizing this program, 

Excel Central School Management, Excel Central School principal Dr. Rita Suroki, 

Administrative officer of Excel Group of Institutions Mr. Gopalan, District forest officer Mr. 

Vishnuji Vishwanath, Assistant forest conservator Mr. Gopaladhs, Ranger Mr. Alphilis, Forester 



Mr. Ganeshan, Guard Mr. Supin and Jeyasekhar, Watchman Mr. Ramaswarmi and Kumar, 

Christopher and Sr. Marietta of St.. Thomas Social Welfare Center, Mr. Thiruvengadam, Mr. 

Sahajan, Mr. Edwin Sam, Mr. Shibin, Mr. Balakrishnan, Mr. Bergin, Mrs. Krishnakumari, Miss. 

Anish and everyone involved in making this camp a successful one. 

REPORTED BY, 

RESHMA, 

MAROON TEAM 

 

“We should preserve every scrap of biodiversity as priceless while we learn to use it 

and come to understand what it means to humanity”- E. O. Wilson 

DAY-1 

 I was very eager for another camp after a long time. I was glad that I have got it. 

The biodiversity camp began at Excel Central School, Thiruvattar. We young scientists reached 

there with our parents at 7:30 am. The school provided us breakfast. After that, we all gathered in 

a hall. The programme began at 8:15. The compeering was done by Gby Atee, the leader of green 

team. She welcomed all the dignitaries to the Dias. The dignitaries include; Dr. Rita Surohi, 

Principal, Excel Central School, Shri. Mullanchery M.Velaian, Organizer, KAP, Dr. A. D. 

Sobanaraj, Environmental scientist, Shri.P.Gopalan, Administrative officer, Excel Group of 

Institutions and Shri. Rajashekar, Conservator of forest, K.K.Dist. 

The programme began with Tamil Thai Vazhthu. Gby welcomed Shri.P.Gopalan, 

Administrative officer, Excel Group of Institutions to deliver the welcome address. He 

welcomed the gathering on behalf of Excel Group of Institutions. He gave a special welcome to 

Dr. Rita Surohi, the principal of ECS. She‟s from Meerut, Uttar Pradesh. He said that she is the 

changing agent of ECS. ECS is blessed to have her and he extended his warm welcome to her. 

Then he welcomed Dr.A.D.Sobanaraj. He referred him to a man of humbleness. Even after his 

retirement, he visits various schools and institutions and spread message of the need for love of 

nature. The next welcome was given to the forest officer, Shri. Rajashekar. He said that they will 

be guiding us. Their helping mentality is something appreciable. He extended his warm welcome 

to him. Shri.Velaian, the organizer of KAP is a highly energetic person. He‟s working in ISRO, 

Mahendragiri. He shows his great interest in helping and spreading awareness in society. KAP 

provides various platforms to nurture the talents of students. He then welcomed the guide teachers 

and N.V.K.S. principal. Shri.P.Balakrishnan, Shri.L.Edwin Sam, Shri.Berjin, Shri.Sahajan, 

Shri.Thiruvengadam and others were welcomed. Once again he welcomed the gathering and 

ended his welcome address.  

Gby thanked him and gave a brief description about KAP and its activities. There were 

three levels of screening process. The theme of Poster Presentation competition was "Sustainable 

Environment" and it was held on 15
th

 August. Our posters were based on our own innovation and 



through this we got a new experience. The questions raised by the judges made us to think out of 

the box. The first screening process increased the confidence level in us. The second level of 

screening process that is the project report presentation programme was held on 13th September 

2014. The merits and demerits of our presentations were given by the judges. So we learned how 

to make a better presentation. The third level of screening process that is the Model demonstration 

on sustainable environment was held on 11 October 2014. After these screening processes, fifty 

six students were selected. After selection, we had many meetings and camps. First we had the 

introductory meet. It was held on 26 October, 2014. Then we had our scientific awareness camp 

on 8
th

 and 9
th

 of November, 2014. This camp was followed by the meeting of management 

concepts in Thirukkural on 22 November, 2014. The training programme on medical science was 

held on 29 November, 2014. We had a small team meet on 4
th

 January, 2015. Then we had another 

camp in which we had a study on sustainable environment. It was held on 06
th

 and 07
th

 of 

December, 2014. This camp was followed by another camp. It was a coastal environmental study 

tour conducted on 27
th

 and 28
th

 December, 2014. Arivial Tamil Muzhakkam was held on 17 

January, 2015. Then we had a trip to IIST on 23
rd

 January, 2015. The technical presentation on 

science and technological innovations was held on 14 February, 2015. KAP celebrated the 

National science day on 28
th

 February, 2015. We did our Power Points on various topics which 

lead to the scientific development in India. After all these programs, we have come to the 

biodiversity camp.  

After having a glance through KAP and its activities, Gby welcomed Shri. Velaian to 

give an introductory talk. He welcomed and wished all of us. He said that the biodiversity is an 

important camp. When we had the coastal awareness camp, we visited places related to coasts and 

seas. This biodiversity camp will include the forest areas, he said. He glorified Dr.Sobanaraj by 

saying that he‟s a great inspiration to all of us. He will give us more information about the 

biodiversity at Kanyakumari, he added. He will help us in correcting our talks. He hoped the 

programme to be successful and concluded his talk.  

S. Dani Rovas, the co-leader of maroon team was invited to give her talk on the topic 

„HOUSE GARDEN‟. All of us should have house gardens. Plants in our house can be grown 

either in ground or in terrace. Vegetables can be grown by placing plastic sheets and soil in the 

pot. First the river sand should be put inside the pot and then red sand can be put. We can use 

coconut‟s shell to pot the plants. Adding natural urea to plants make it grows very well. Water 

should be poured or sprinkled to the plants regularly. Urea without chemicals should be added to 

the plants at regular intervals. The water shouldn‟t be allowed to be stagnant in areas where the 

pants are grown. Irrigation system should be proper. Keeping house gardens in our house enables 

us to eat fresh and healthy vegetables. She concluded her talk by saying that we should have our 

own house gardens to keep us healthy.  

Then Gby welcomed Dr.Rita Surohi, Principal, Excel Central School to give an 

inspirational talk. She welcomed the gathering on behalf of Excel Central School. She said that 

she felt happy by seeing young children. She raised questions to us. We always see forests as 



solutions for keeping earth cool. But are we really taking care of all the leaves and branches that 

fall in the forest? Are we really using the papers that have been processed by cutting down trees in 

a right way? Her questions really made us to think out of the box. The answers for her questions 

are „no‟. It‟s our duty to take care of the planet earth. We should practice afforestation. We should 

find some alternate solutions to overcome all the dangers that our earth face. She expected us to 

think about these problems and bring out different solutions. She told us to begin our step by 

keeping house gardens. She concluded her talk by saying that we should save our environment in 

a right way.  

Dr. A. D. Sobanaraj, Environmental scientist was invited to give a talk. He was glad to 

be with us that morning. He began his talk by saying about nature and its help to us. Plants are 

gifts given by God to us. We always breathe in O2 and give out CO2. The major source of O2 is 

plants. During photosynthesis, plants breathe in CO2 and give out O2. Our country is God‟s own 

country, he said. It has everything necessary for man. But we people are misusing it. The Western 

Ghats is considered as one of the UN sites. It‟s a heritage site. We are in the southernmost point of 

the Western Ghats. Agastiya hill is famous in south.  

Our country is the primary centre of origin of various species of plants. We can see 

minimum 35 varieties of mangoes in our place. But now many varieties have become extinct. 

More than 300 varieties of jackfruits were there in our place. But now, everything has gone. At 

present, we have only 36 varieties of bananas out of 42. Others are lost. We never took any steps 

to preserve those. He then said about endemics. Endemics are plants which belong to one 

particular place. More than 2300 endemics are present in southern Western Ghats. In our area, we 

have 1720 species of plants which are endemics. He told about hot spots. He told that 

St.Agasthishya was sent by Lord Shiva to the southern part of the Western Ghats. The southern 

part is near the equator and if the nature is destroyed by human activities continuously, we are the 

people who will be affected first he said. Soon we will face water scarcity. Forests give us food, 

fiber, fodder and fuel. So, we should also take steps to protect them. By saying this, he ended his 

talk. 

 S.Dani Rovas was welcomed to propose the vote of thanks. She thanked God Almighty 

for giving a good beginning to the programme. Then she thanked all the dignitaries present in the 

Dias including the forest officer. Then the thanks were conveyed to all the guide teachers, 

consultants, co-coordinators and students. We then left the school.  

The school provided us transportation facilities. We reached Kanyakumari wildlife 

sanctuary at 10:00 am. It is under the control of Tamil Nadu forest department. We first saw a site 

which had lot of medicinal plants. Dr.A.D.Sobanaraj provided us the names and medicinal uses of 

each plant we saw. We saw the cycus male cone plant. It has micropores in it. These micropores 

pollinate and fertilize. Its fruit is used as a medicine. The Cissampelos pariera is another 

medicinal plant which is mixed with some food and is consumed. We saw Aroki Pachchai. It 

cures AIDS. Its leaves and seeds are consumed. It makes us tireless. It is an endemic species. The 



Piper longum and Ashokam are of great medicinal values. The bark of Ashokam is used for 

making tonics. Shankupushpam has blue and white flowers which has medicinal values. We saw 

another plant named rq;fpypg; gpuz;il. It‟s good for our health. It has organic salts and is rich in 

fiber. Albinia galangal is used to make medicines for children. We saw another medicinal plant 

calles Nochi. Azadirchta indica was also found there. The lies present on the hen‟s hair can be 

killed by using a plant called rq;Fg;gp. Pepper is an endemic plant. There are 8 species of pepper 

in our area. Nero king‟s wife‟s body was preserved by using a pepper from South Travancore. The 

pepper having strong flavor and odor is still found in our area. Vinca rosea is a plant which 

flowers every day. It is known as epj;jpa fy;ahzp in Tamil. It is used in medicines. This plant was 

added as an adulterant to another plant‟s root which was used to cure snake bites and heart 

problems. Vinca rosea had two crystals in it namely Vinca crystin and Vinca blastin. Euphorbia 

antiqurum and Adina cardifolia were also found there. ,y Ntk;G is used to cure chickengunya and 

swine flu. Then we saw the Bryophyllum. After this, we had a small tea break. We were provided 

with tea and snacks. The break got over by 10:25 am.  

Dr.Sobanaraj showed us a paper and said that the paper which he was holding in his hand 

was a recycled paper. We were surprised to see it. His words made us to think about the number of 

trees cut down to make a single paper. He advised us to use paper in an efficient manner and told 

us to recycle them. One of the young scientists among us asked a question. Why do we say that 

rubber trees must not be grown in our area even though it gives us money and O2? The answer is 

that rubber trees intake more water. It‟s an exotic plant. Then he told us about monoculture which 

means planting or cultivating one type of plant. In other trees, birds stay and build their nests 

whereas in rubber trees birds do not stay. Rubber takes all the water and minerals present in the 

soil and make the soil infertile.  

We then left the place and reached the Kodayar power house at 11:20 am. 

Mr.Sasikumarar guided us and explained everything present there. The runner which is also 

known as turbine weights about 10 tones. We saw the oil cooler and nozzle. The things we saw 

were spare objects kept outside. The Kodayar power house was laid foundation in the year 1964. It 

was opened by Mr.Kamarajar in the year 1971. He showed us a picture which showed the profile 

of Kodayar hydro electric project. Water is pumped form Pechuparai dam and is sent to the upper 

Kodayar. The water from upper Kodayar is sent to the lower Kodayar and is sent to the power 

house. Two small rivers are present below the upper Kodayar. About 11,000 KW electricity is 

produced in Kodayar power house plant, he said. We saw the coupling chamber. Its characteristics 

are: 

 Length-8.55 m 

 Width-8.55 m 

 Height -3.04 m 

We saw the cooling outlets and the fresh water pushed out after passing through the 

turbine. The people working in the power house do not have any rights to stop the functioning of 

the machines. They are supposed to do it only when the higher authority orders them. The control 



unit is present in three places- Madurai, Erode and Chennai. A tunnel is constructed for the water 

to flow. It is about 8 km long. The characteristics of the power plant machine are: 

A. TURBINE: 

 Head (net)  - 948 m 

 Discharge  - 275 cusecs 

 Speed   - 500 rpm 

 Specific speed  - 4.52 rpm 

 Total weight  - 16.5 ton 

B.WEIGHTS 

 Stator   - 71 tons 

 Rotor    – 90 tons 

 Lower guide bearing  – 2060 kg 

 Upper guide bearing - 8500 kg 

 Upper bracket  - 15 tons 

 Lower bracket  – 4.5 tons 

C.MAIN EXCITER 

 Output   - 210 KW at 141 V 

      390 KW at 192 V 

D.PILOT EXCITER 

 Output   – 2.3 KW at 115 V 

 

The feedback was given by B.Abhirami, the leader of yellow team. We left the power 

house at 12:05 pm. We travelled to a falls named ,ul;il mUtp. We took a healthy bath there. The 

water which fell in the falls had medicinal values. Then we travelled through the forest areas and 

assembled in a place. We had our lunch at 2:00 pm. The wildlife sanctuary officers and members 

provided us food.  

 At 2:40 pm, we assembled in a place where we got cool breeze. Mr. Christopher 

gave us some information about the forest area and the villages in it. He was from a place named 

as Valiya Ela. The total capacity of Pechuparai is about 48.5 ft but now it has 37.5 ft. To the east 

of Pechuparai, Perunchani dam is located. The west flowing water comes to Pechuparai and the 

east flowing water comes to Perunchani. The water in upper Kodayar goes to power house 1 and 2 

and then come to Pechuparai. The dams in Kanyakumari district include the Mamphazhznthurai 

dam, Poigai dam, Pechuparai dam, Perunchani dam, Chittar 1 dam and Chittar 2 dam. The 

mountains in Western Ghats have dense forests. It have valuable trees like teak, sandal, oak etc. 

He showed us a tree which was known as rpWehty; kuk;. It doesn‟t grow very tall. Animals like 

bears, cheetahs, elephants, pigs, porcupines, antelopes and tigers are found in these forests. During 

the monsoon seasons, the animals drink water from the mountains and falls whereas during 

summer seasons, they come to drink water is ponds and lakes. The forest area in which we were 

sitting is highly protected. Cameras are fixed in high towers to watch the happenings in the forest.  



A group of tribes called fhzp live here. They live in 48 villages. Some of the villages are 

Mookarakal, Mothiramalai, Aarukani and Pathukaani. A school and a church are present in 

Thachamalai. Pechuparai panchayat has all the facilities including panchayat office, village office, 

police station, market, hospital and school. Places like Chittar, Thottamalai, Kodayar and 

Pathukaani have schools for education. A village named Kalapparai is present below Maramali. 

Villages like Vellambi, Koruvakuzhi, Mangamalai and Mothiramalai are present opposite of the 

dam. The tribes believe in one God. They are divided into ten groups and each group worships 

different Gods. About 90% of the students are educated here. This tribal people eat the world‟s 

best natural food, he said. About 9 rubber plantations are found here. Some divisions of rubber 

plantation include Keeriparai, Mayilaru, Kuttiyaaru, Maruthamparai, Kaalikesam and Paraliyaar. 

Now only few divisions are found. One person is allotted to take care of two or three divisions, he 

said. The place we gathered is known as zero point. It is in Kazhiyal range. Wildlife department 

protects this forest. A wildlife supervisor Mr.Anwardin created a group of tribes to protect this 

area. By saying this he ended his talk. The feedbacks were given by R.Kowsanth Kalidas from 

maroon team, J.S.Edin Jijo from yellow team, S.Nishanth from red team and R.J.Reshma, the 

leader of maroon team.  

Dr.A.D.Sobanaraj gave some additional information about the biodiversity in Western 

Ghats. He began his talk by saying that our country is God‟s own country. All the resources 

required by the man are present in our country. In world heritage sites, Western Ghats is an 

important one. It is very important because of its biodiversity and geographical features. Before 

450 crore years, the Earth was a pangea. This pangea was broken into plates. These broken plates 

formed various continents. This break down of plates is known as continental drift. He told about 

Kumari Kandam, the lost continent. Rethnagiri mountain in Sri Lanka has great link with our 

mountains. Similar stones are found in both the places. The forests in Western Ghats are five 

storied. They are referred as the living cathedral.  The first storey has big trees. The second storey 

has medium sized trees which may grow from 50-100 ft. Here amphibians and squirrels are found. 

The next storey have short and small trees which many grow from 10-15 ft. Then shrubs are 

found. The last storey consists of herbs. He told about the types of teak found in these forests. 

Kanyakumari district is about 1684 sq.km. It has three divisions- mountainous areas, coastal areas 

and middle land. He listed some of the uses of trees and shared an incident of his grandson. Both 

fauna and flora are found in our district. The feedback was given by J.M.Jershsea from maroon 

team.  

It was the turn for us to speak on the topics given to us. First the maroon team members 

were given the chance. M.Abila spoke on the topic „Kumari Forest Plants‟. Bamboo trees are 

found abundant in Keeriparai. Rubber is grown in our district. Mangrove forests are found in 

Manakudy and Picahaiyapuram. She also listed some use of medicinal plants. 

 S.J.Shifi gave her talk on the topic „Pesticides And Its Impacts‟. The pesticides are 

used by the framers to kill the pests and weeds. It affects the plants due to over usage. It decreases 

the underground water level. Diseases are caused by the usage of pesticide to humans as we 



consume those crops. Skin disease and cancer are caused by this. The eggs laid by the birds 

become very soft in nature as the birds eat the pesticide sprayed crops. It causes air and soil 

pollution. We should spread awareness to reduce the usage of pesticides and promote organic 

farming. Dr.A.D.Sobanaraj said that neem leaves can also be used to destroy pests. It is a natural 

thing. But using pesticides destroy the pests and also causes damage to the microorganisms 

present in the soil.  

Next K.K.Prabin Kumar gave some details about „Kanyakumari Sea Creatures‟. The 

Indian Ocean has sharks. Other creatures like dolphins and crabs are found in abundant. Varieties 

of fish are found here. Fish consumes algae and plants and we people eat the fish. 

Dr.A.D.Sobanaraj said about mukkadal sangamam. It is the point where the Indian Ocean, 

Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal meet at one place. The water currents, air currents and the salinity 

decide the availability of fish in water. About 136 varieties of sea algae were found earlier. 

Increase in surface water temperature results in global warming. About 400 varieties of fish are 

found in coral reefs, he said. Zoxanthalae are found inside these coral reefs. If the temperature 

increase 2° C, the coral reefs die. Due to this, the fish lose their habitat and they too die. Fish are 

consumed by people. It is very healthy and easily digestible protein. In olden days, in each and 

every month a new variety of fish arrives in our place. But nowadays the quantity of fish in the 

ocean is less. Shri.Berjin too gave some points related to the sea creatures in our district.  

His talk was followed by the talk of R.J.Resham, the leader of maroon team. Her topic 

was „Kanyakumari Forest Birds‟. About 56% of Kanyakumari district has dense forests. These 

forests are about 75 million years old. Many varieties and species of birds are found here. About 

31 species of birds and 14 species of migratory birds are found in Kanyakumari forests. Some 

wetland areas too have many varieties of birds. Suchindram is noted for the wide variety of 

migratory water birds that winter there, including: near threatened painted stork and spot-billed 

pelicans. Also seen here are cattle egrets, great cormorants, darters, purple swamphen, and bronze-

winged Jacanas. Resident raptors include pied kingfisher, brahminy kite and marsh harrier. Other 

water birds are dabchick, grey heron, Garganey, purple heron, cinnamon Bittern, open bill stork, 

cotton pygmy goose, whiskered tern and little tern, black-winged stilt, greenshank, little ringed 

plover and the common sandpiper. Due to hunting of birds, deforestation, usage of pesticides in 

crops and radioactive waves, the number of birds in this world has fallen. But in our district, many 

species are still found including the pelicans, open bill storks and daters. According to a report 

taken about the birds in our district, it has been found that about 13 different species of birds 

which come from foreign countries are found here. About 45 species of birds come to our district 

each year. Peacock, our national bird is found in our district forests. Birds like mynah, humming 

birds, hens, toucans, gold minch, and dove are found here. Other birds like woodpeckers, crows, 

and tailor birds are also found in forests. These birds are found in forest areas like Keeriparai, 

Kalikesam, Kodayar, Maramaliai and Kazhiyal. Birds help in scattering the seeds of plants. It‟s 

our duty to protect birds. Dr.A.D.Sobanaraj said that Malabar hornbills and Great Indian hornbills 

are found in our forest areas. About 31 varieties of birds are found in our district, he said.  



A talk on „Kanyakumari Biodiversity‟ was given by X.M.Mary Sushmija. We have four 

major type of land. The Western Ghats have about 600 varieties of trees. She told about the Nanjil 

Nadu from where the rice is produced. Flowers like lilies and tulips are found in our places. More 

than 100 species of fish are found in our district. First we had 33% of forest cover but now it has 

been reduced to 19.31%.  

A talk on „Sacred Grooves to Be Protected‟ was given by R.Kowsanth Kalidas. Sacred 

grooves are places where people worship. Trees and medicinal plants are found there. Biodiversity 

has more concentration in sacred grooves. Dr.A.D.Sobanaraj gave us some more information 

about sacred groves. He explained us how the sacred grooves were made. In olden days, huge 

trees will be planted in paddy fields where water facilities will be there. The farmer who comes to 

visit the field will sit at that place to take rest. After the death of that farmer, people kept that area 

as his remembrance and protected it. People had a belief that dead people may change into snakes. 

Due to this, they constructed snake head statue there to remember them. Then the sacred groves 

began to be worshipped as Gods. People showed their love toward nature by doing such practices. 

Scared grooves contain variety of species. Milk is kept for snakes to drink there. Poojas and rituals 

were done by the people in the grooves. There are several classifications of scared grooves. The 

family sacred grooves are unique symbol heritage of India to remember the family ties, he said. 

The other names of sacred grooves are natural temples. After that, we saw the red sandal tree. 

Then we returned from the place at 5:20 pm.  

 We then began our travel towards Chittar dam-I. We reached there at 5:40 pm. We 

had a small walk over the bridge. Its characteristic features are: 

Catchment area   : 8.50 sq miles 

Length    : 1 2500 ft 

Height    : 73‟-0” 

Width    : 20‟-0” 

Water spread area   : 1.13 sq miles 

Live storage (above 251, 00) : 393 m.cft(million cubic feet) 

Dead storage    : 217.53 m.cft 

Maximum discharge   :14000 cusecs 

 

We returned from the dam by 6:00 pm. We went to St.Thomas Social welfare centre. We 

relaxed ourselves. The theme talks of the students continued. J.M.Jereshea spoke on the topic 

„Kanyakumari Animals‟. After Nilagiri district, Kanyakumari stands at top in number of animal 

species. Tigers and elephants are found mostly in Western Ghats. Udayagiri fort has deer. Animals 

like rabbits, cheetahs and wild pigs are found in Mahendragiri hills. Velimala has monkeys. In 

Keeriparai forest, animals like wild buffaloes and elephants are found in large numbers.  



S.Sanjana gave her talk on the topic „The Advantages and Disadvantages of Insects‟. 

Some insects are useful to us whereas others are extremely harmful. Some insects give us disease 

and great loss in agriculture field. They destroy the crops. They act as spreading agents to various 

diseases. Insects like honeybees and silkworms are useful to us. Insects like houseflies and 

mosquitoes are harmful to us. Apis indica are found in India. About 50,000 bees are found in one 

group. Queen honey, male honey bees and workers are found in a bee hive. Arthritis is cured by a 

medicine made from honey. Silkworm gives us silk. China leads in producing silk. Housefly 

spreads diseases like typhoid, cholera etc. Female Aedes and Anopheles causes malaria, dengue 

and other communicable diseases. Mr.Balakrishnan said about an insect called locust. They 

migrate in large numbers and destroy the crops. Termites destroy the cellulose. Caterpillars are 

harmful because they destroy the crops.  

The next talk was given by R.J.Jenisha on the topic „Kumari Canal Irrigation‟. The 

tributaries of Thovalai canals are gpujhd fhy;tha;> kUe;Jths; fhy;tha<; fpof;F Nk[u; fhy;tha; 

and others. She also listed the tributaries of Anandhanar, Padmanadhapuram and Pattanankal.  

The next chance was given to the green team members. Gby Atee gave her talk on the 

topic „The Medicinal Plants to Be Preserved‟. Medicinal plants are used to cure many diseases. 

They were abundantly used in olden days and so the people lead a healthy life. Ntypg;gUj;jp is 

used to cure injuries. fw;G+uty;yp cures cough and cold. jpg;gpyp gives immunity and increase 

hemoglobin. Nochi is also a good medicinal plant.  

J.Jisfia Shifany spoke on the topic „Earthworm and Soil Fertility‟. There are more than 

3000 species of earthworms in the world and more than 300 in India. Due to the usage of 

chemicals, the fertile soil becomes unfertile. Earthworm urea is taken from earthworm. It increases 

the capacity of soil to hold water. It dissolves the crystals present in the soil. It also increases the 

soil fertility. Earthworm urea has nitrogen, phosphorous and potassium which increase the fertility 

of the soil. The earthworm is grown in some places to produce earthworm urea. First a sack is 

placed; then some vegetable and organic wastes are put. The earthworm is allowed to grow and 

finally after several processes, the urea is made.  

Ayana Treesa Raj gave some information about „SAND MINING‟. Sand mining destroys 

our environment. It reduces the level of underground water. The landscape becomes up and down 

due to sand mining. Irrigation system is not provided properly to the farmers because of sand 

mining. Shri.Sahajan said that even in olden days, sand mining was done in order to take sand to 

build houses. But nowadays, the sand has been mined beyond the limit. So, we face many dangers.  

Ageesha gave her talk on the topic „Keeriparai‟. People live in Keeriparai area and most 

of them are illiterates. Animals like cheetahs and tigers are found more here. Rubber plantation is 

done here. A talk on „Medicinal Plants Facing Extinction‟ was given by Shruthikrishna.  Some 

of us grow medicinal plants in our houses, but still most of us prefer English medicines. English 

medicines may cure our diseases but they have side effects whereas medicinal plants cure our 



diseases without side effects. Nypg;gUj;jp is used to cure snake bites. Shankupushpam cures 

injuries. ty;yhiuf; fPiu increases our memory power. fPoh ney;yp is also a very good medicinal 

plant.  

Kaviya Shree gave a talk on the topic „Ulakkai Falls‟. The Ulakkai falls is present in 

Thovalai taluk. It is a tourist spot. The river which flows here doesn‟t dry. Mountains are found 

here. Its water flows to Pazhzyaar. Animals are found here since it is a forest area. A talk on 

„Thirparappu Falls‟ was given by Haritha. The Thirparappu falls is called the Kumari Kutralam. 

It originates from the Western Ghats and comes down to Kodayar. It is located in Kalkulam taluk. 

It‟s very greenish and trees like rubber and coconut are found here. In 1982, it was known as 

Bathrakali falls. It became a tourist spot from the year 1992. Throughout the year, the tourist come 

to Thirparappu falls. It has a children‟s park. It is the 3
rd

 Shivalayam. It is very healthy to bath in 

this falls because the water which falls here has medicinal values in them.  

Her talk was followed by Ashwin. His topic was „Kanyakumari Flower Production‟. 

Kanyakumari district receives about 1465mm rainfall. The temperature in our district is minimum 

26°C and maximum is 30°C. Flower is produced here. Thovalai has red sand and river sand so 

flowers grow here very well. It receives water from Kodayar canal. Flowers are exported from our 

country to Malaysia and Singapore. Thovalai is called the South India‟s Kuwait. Flowers are first 

collected before they are being exported. Anthurium is exported to foreign countries. Other 

flowers like gpr;rp, ky;yp, fpNue;jp, rhke;jp, Nuh[h, musp are produced in our district.  

 The next chance was given to the blue team members to give their theme talks. 

First Jefin R.Wensely, the leader of blue team spoke on the topic „Ant Species and Extinction‟. 

The lifespan of ant is from 45 to 60 days. It communicates by using pheromones. They are not 

found in Greenland, Antarctica and Iceland. Baking soda is used to kill ants. Some ants die due to 

forest fire and other human practices. Ants are both useful and harmful to us. We shouldn‟t kill 

them because the food chain will be destroyed. When ants go inside the soil, they make small 

holes through which oxygen is passed to the roots of the plants. Many minerals and rainwater is 

also carried to the roots of the plants due to ants. Team works of ants are something creditable. 

Each and every ant has its own duty. All ants work together and live prosperously. They move in a 

straight queue. It helps is pollination. Ants are scavengers. They decompose the dead organisms.  

His talk was followed by Shalomi, the co-leader of blue team. She spoke on the topic 

„Putheri Pond‟. Putheri pond was once used for farming. It was one of the biggest ponds of 

Kanyakumari district. It covered a large area. Its water comes from Paarvathipuram channel. 

Water crows are found here. Now it has been divided into two for the construction of railway 

tracks. M. Seanna told some details about „Periya Kulam‟. The next talk was given by Rudra 

Sathish on the topic „Kumari Rice Production‟. Organic farming is done in Kanyakumari 

district. In Nagercoil and its surroundings, rice is being cultivated. Now, the farming land has been 

turned into buildings and houses. Rice is cultivated in Nanjil Nadu. It is also being cultivated in 

Boothapandi, Thesaramthoppu and Thovalai.  



Shamini spoke on the topic „Destruction of Farming‟. The next talk was given by 

Shyam Sagar on the topic „Cashew nut Production‟. Cashew nut cultivation is done in Erumbu 

kaadu, Puthukottai district. They are also being cultivated in our district. Cashew nut factories are 

found in our places. S.S.Akshaya gave her talk on the topic „Kumari Sea Resource‟. Fishing is a 

main occupation followed by our district people. Sea tortoises and sharks are found here. Coral 

reefs are also found in deep seas. Estuaries play an important role for fish production.  

Naveen Jith spoke about „Sea Tortoises‟. Sea tortoises come to shore to lay eggs. 

Tortoise conservation centers are found in Rajakamangalam, Chothavilai and other areas. 

Tortoises consume sea alga. Big tortoises may weigh upto 510 kg. It keeps its head and legs inside 

the shells to protect it.  The last talk was given by Ashmi. Her topic was „Mangrove Forests‟. The 

world‟s biggest mangrove forests are found in Sunderbans. In Kanyakumari, they are found in 

Pichaiaypuiram and Manakudy. It has breathing roots. It grows in marshy areas. It prevents soil 

erosion. 

We had our dinner at 8:30 pm. The break got over by 9:00 pm. The next session was that 

of the yellow team members. First B.Abhirami, the leader of yellow team gave her talk on the 

topic „Kanyakumari Tourist Places‟. Kanyakumari has many tourists‟ spots in it. The memorial 

place of Swami Vivekananda and Gandhi mandapam are found here. The statue of Thiruvalluvar 

which is 133 feet tall is of great beauty. The Padmanabhapuram palace is a historical monument. 

Thirparappu falls and Mathoor hanging bridge are famous tourist attractions. The Mathoor 

hanging bridge is one of the highest bridges in Asia. Pechuparai dam, Perunchani dam and 

Kodayar are also found here. Places like Chothavioali and Vattakottai are coastal tourist 

attractions. St. Xavier‟s Church is also a tourist spot.  

Her talk was followed by the talk on J.M.Mereshiya. Her topic was „Mahendragiri 

Hills‟. The Mahendragiri hills are located in Thovalai taluk. It is the highest mountain in 

Nagercoil. It is about 1654 m height. It has dense forests and small falls in it. It is protected by the 

government. The ISRO test stand is present here. Rocket engines of PSLV and GSLV were made 

from ISRO located here. The cryogenic engine has been tested from the test stand located here. 

Many types of medicinal plants are found in these hills. Animals like deer, monkeys, rabbits and 

mongooses are found here.  

A.Malavika gave a talk on the topic „Pothigai Hills‟. The Pothigai hills are located in 

Thirunelveli district. They have many falls and rivers. Abundant amount of rocks are present here. 

About 18 mountains ranges are also found here. These hills have many herbal plants. These hills 

are also known as Agastheesiya hills. About 15 languages are written in these hills. They are 

written in ancient Tamil script. So far nothing has been identified. Some additional information 

was given by Shri.P.Balakrishnan, Shri.Sahajan and Shri.L.Edwin Sam.  

J.S.Edin Jijo gave his talk on the topic „Kanyakumari Joint Water Supply‟. The water 

supply for Kuzhithurai taluk began on July 19, 1991. The water is pumped and then filtered at 



Arumanai and Kuzhithurai. From the filtering unit, the water is sent to houses. Water filtering 

tanks are found at Nalloor, Valliyoor, Kunnathoor and Palapallam. From Kuzhithurai, the water is 

sent to Karungal, Colachel, Manavalakurichi and Eethavilai.  

A talk on „South Mountains‟ was given by T.S.Argineshya. The South hills are present 

between Thovalai and Aaralvaimozhi. Many bird species are found here. Varieties of teak trees 

are found abundantly. It has Marunthuvazh hills to its north and Mahendragiri hills to its south. 

D.Vishal gave us some details about „Extinction of Rice Bowl‟. The paddy fields in our district 

have been turning into buildings and playgrounds. The wastes released from the industries destroy 

the land. Nanjil Nadu supplied extra rice to Kerala due to its high rice production. But nowadays, 

the rice production has gone down and even we people do not get enough rice to eat. A place 

named Kuttanaadu in Kerala too produces rice like Nanjil Nadu.  

The next talk was given by J.Immaculate Rishvi on the topic „Delicious Jackfruits‟. We 

say kh, gyh, thio as Kf;fdp. They jackfruits are categorized depending upon their taste and colour. 

Three main varieties of jackfruits are found in our place. Some fruits are seasonal whereas others 

are half-seasonal. Chips are made from the jackfruits. Its leaves are used as spoons. The seeds of 

jackfruits are cooked and eaten by humans.  

M.R.Vidhya Dharshini provided us some details about „Kanyakumari Medicinal 

Plants‟. About 500 types of medicinal plants are found in our district. A plant named uzhinchai is 

a climber. Its leaves seem to be like that of the neems. ,ytq;fk; is used in Siddha medicine. It is 

also known as fUtg;gl;il. It consists of small flowers. It cures vomiting and asthma. njhl;lhy; thB is 

also a medicinal plant. A vegetable named Rz;ilf;fha; cures cough and asthma. Jk;ig is used in 

Siddha and has white flowers. This plant cures fever and eye disorders. Allover is used to cure 

skin pimples and intestine problems. The stem of vUf;F is very hard. It cures constipation and 

asthma. The Siddha name of mupfk;Gy; is Adimuli. It belongs to a grass family. It is used to cure 

harmful insect bites. The last talk from yellow team was given by V.L.Vijayaraj. He spoke on the 

topic „Extinction Of Coconut Trees‟. 

Next it was the turn of the red team members to give their talks. S.Abina, the leader of 

red team spoke on the topic „Suchindram Theroor Bird Sanctuary‟. The Suchindram Theroor 

sanctuary has many ponds. It is a protected area. It is located in Asia‟s southern border. About 

85% of birds are found here and 14% among them are migratory birds. It‟s a wetland area. 

Hunting of birds is prohibited here. Birds like greenshank, storks, water crows, dabchick and other 

varieties are found here.  

The next talk was given by A.S.Induja, the co-leader of red team on the topic „Chittar 1 

& Chittar 2. Chittar 1 and Chittar 2 include one river. But they are separated into two and two 

dams are constructed. It changes the direction of flow of water. In 1970, the dams were completely 

construction. Chittar 2 was constructed in a five year plan. Its foundation was laid by Mr. 

Kamarajar. It provides irrigation faculties and drains into Arabian Sea through Thengapattinam.  



R.S.Raksha gave her talk on the topic „Kuzhithurai River Irrigation‟. The Kuzhithurai 

Tamirabharani River provides irrigation to Kalkulam and Vilavancode taluks. Water is filtered 

from here and is sent to the houses. It drains in Thengapattinam. A talk on „Perunchani Dam 

Irrigation‟ was given by M.Sabrina Lynette Fernando.  M.Anisha spoke on the topic „Estuaries‟. 

The five estuaries in Kanyakumari district are: 

1. Thengapattinam estuary   Thengapattinam – Eraiummanthurai 

2. Valliyar estuary      Kadiapattanam 

3. Manakudy estuary      Manakudy village 

4. Pambar estuary      Colachel 

5. Pantri estuary       Rajakamangalam 

The waves and salt content are less in the estuaries and this makes a good place for the 

fish to breed. We can see more number of fish here. The estuaries are not only suitable for fish but 

also serve as a good place for birds to survive. Her talk was continued by N.Jaslin Nels on the 

topic „Pechuparai Dam Irrigation‟. The Pechuparai dam covers about 50,000 acres of land. The 

dam is built in a height of 120.7 m. More than 25 lakhs were spent to construct this dam. It is 

surrounded by dense forests. From this dam, the water is used for drinking purpose and irrigation 

purpose.  

C.J.Nivedh Sanakar spoke on the topic „Rubber Resource and Impacts‟. Rubber trees 

are found abundant in Kanyakumari district. The latex we get from the rubber tree is used to make 

various products. About 95% of South Western Ghats in Kerala have rubber trees. Animals like 

wild cats and some amphibians have become extinct due to the growth of these rubbers. Those 

animals have lost their habitat due to this. Bird species have become extinct due to deforestation 

of forest and plantation of rubber. Mosquitoes have increased. Rubber trees consume a large 

amount of water. The coconut shells fixed in rubber trees to collect latex must be placed upside 

down during the monsoon seasons. This reduces mosquito breeding.  

His talk was followed by S.Nishanth. His topic was „Kanyakumari Wetlands‟. Wetland 

areas in Kanyakumari include Suchindram Theroor, Manikaputhurai etc. Suchindram Theroor has 

many varieties of migratory birds. P.R.Raghul gave us some information about „Mukkadal Dam‟. 

The Mukkadal dam is constructed near Boothappandi. During the north monsoon season, the 

water level rises in this dam. The Mukkadal dam was filled completely on October 10, 2014. It 

was built before the year 1947. It was constructed during the period of Sir.C.V.Ramaswamy. The 

theme talks got over by 10:40 pm. Shri.Velaian told us about the fore coming meetings. Prayer 

was conducted and we went o beds. 

DAY-2  

We woke up at 4:30 am and refreshed ourselves. We drank tea and assembled in the hall 

by 5:45 am. We had a small discussion about yesterday‟s programme. It was the birthday of 

V.L.Vijayaraj. We all wished him. Sister Marietta gave a talk. She said that she is having a link 



with KAP since 1992. She advised us to learn very well and achieve our goals. She told us to trust 

in God. She wished us all the good wishes. The feedbacks were given by J.S.Edin Jijo from 

yellow team, S.Dani Rovas from maroon team, Gby Atee from green team, S.Abina from red team 

and Jefin R.Wensely from blue team. We left the hall by 6:15 am. We had a healthy walking to 

Chittar- II dam. We reached there at 6:40 am. Its characteristic features are:  

Catchment area  : 10.10 sq. miles 

Live capacity(above+251.00): 600m.cft 

Dead storage   : 409 m.cft 

Height of dam  : 82‟-0” 

Top width of dam  : 20‟-0” 

Length of dam  : 3300 „+1500‟ 

Water spread area  :1.60 sq.miles 

Flood discharge  :7000+7000 cusecs 

After that, we went back to the welfare center and then left from there by 7:35 am. This 

camp provided me more information about the biodiversity of Kanyakumari district. I came to 

know more about Western Ghats and forest areas. I also came to know the medicinal values of 

herbal plants. I received more information about the flora and fauna found in our district. I express 

my indebted sense of gratitude to KAP and Shri. Velaian, the organizer of KAP for providing me 

such a rare and wonderful opportunity. MY OBLIGED THANKS TO KAP 

 REPORTED BY, 

ABINA, 

RED TEAM 

 

The Nature camp Biodiversity study for young scientist was conducted on 07.03.2015 

and 08.03.2015. It was one of the most awaited programs for us as we were going to have a study 

on the forest regions of Kanyakumari district. We all students dressed up neatly in the KAP 

uniform and assemble at Excel Central School, Thiruvattar. We all assembled there sharply at 7:30 

am. After our breakfast we assembled for the inaugural session. The inaugural session started by 

8:15 am. This session was compeered by Gby Atee the leader of green team. The dignitaries who 

were present for this precious occasion was; Dr. Rita Surohi( Principle, Excel Central School), Mr. 

Velaian ( the organizer of Kumari Arivial Peravai), Dr. Sobanaraj, Mr. Gopalan and Mr. Raja 

Shekar (Forest officer). 

Mr. Gopalan was called on to give the welcome address. He welcomed all the dignitaries 

on and off the dais. He said few words about each personalities present in this occasions. He said 

about the activities of KAP and the aim of KAP to run this program. He also emphasized the 

importance of this study. He mainly welcomed the forest officer who granted us permission to 

have a visit on the forest area. He welcomed all and took his seat.  



Gby Atee then said few words about the activities of KAP right from the selection 

process till the national science day celebration. We young scientists went under three selection 

processes namely the poster presentation on the innovation then a report presentation and finally 

the model demonstration. The meetings we passed are; The Introductory meet, Power point 

presentation on Management concepts with Thirukurral, Scientific awareness camp, Medical 

collage visit, Sustainable Environment study tour, Coastal Tour, Arivial Tamil Mulakam, IIST 

program, Technical presentation and the national science day program and then the present 

program. She mentioned all this and then invited the brain and the organizer of KAP Mr. Velaian 

to give the introductory address.  

Mr. Velaian welcomed the gathering and told a few words about the institution and the 

dignitaries. He specified that this is a very important program. Everyone should be more attentive 

to this program as we are going to have a study on the forest areas. We must listen patiently to 

each word and then only our report can be a good and eligible report. Then he concluded his 

speech by thanking everyone for their presence. He also said that we can start the speeches from 

here and invited Dani to speak. 

Dani Rovas the co leader was given the topic House Gardening. The points covered by 

her were as follows. House Gardening is the gardening done in house in the yards behind the 

house. This system encourage growing of vegetables for our use. We can grow whatever we wish. 

So we can grow vegetables naturally and have a healthy life by having natural food. The 

vegetables in the shop are not as healthy, as they are grown with chemical fertilizers. So when we 

eat such fruits or vegetables, large amount of toxic substance enter our body. She said some of the 

ways to grow vegetables. We can eat chemical free food and requested all to adapt this method so 

that we can have a healthy life.  

Dr. Rita Surohi the principle of Excel Central School gave her address. She welcomed the 

gathering. We young scientists are going to create a new world. We always ask solution for 

keeping the earth cool.  Plantation is the only way to keep earth warmer. Each day we waste a 

large amount of papers. From where do we get this paper? It is from the trees. To get paper we cut 

the trees called deforestation and the earth becomes hotter. The same way inversely if we don‟t 

waste paper the trees are not cut and afforestation is created and the earth remains cooler. Which 

earth is likely for us to live? The deforested earth or the afforested earth. We must think of all 

these. Each day we see a lot of papers wasted. The branches and leaves of trees are on the ground. 

Are we taking care of it? So we the younger generation should have a better world in the future. 

So be a social environmental worker and start the potential from your home and bring awareness 

by planting trees in your home and create afforestation and be a good citizen to your environment 

that God has given in our hands.  

After this interesting talk the chance was given to a great Environmentalist and the great 

lover of nature Dr. A.D. Sobanaraj to share his words with us. He welcomed the gathering and 

moved on with his speech. We people take in oxygen and leave out carbon dioxide. But plants do 



the reverse process that is it will take the carbon dioxide and give out oxygen. Our country has 

everything needed for us. The Western Ghats is considered as one of the heritage site. We are at 

the far end of the Western Ghats. Agasthiar Malai ranges are the famous ranges for us. We have 

good entails and biodiversity. Mango, Jack Fruit and banana are the three important fruits. We the 

people of Kanyakumari district are getting this so we are said to be the origins of these fruits. In 

the past we could see 350 types of mangoes. There were 300 varieties of jackfruits. In banana 

there are 42 varieties. At present there are only 36 varieties of banana. Mango is known as the 

queen of all fruits. We all are not conserving the different varieties of fruits. In Agasthia Malai 

range 2300 plant species are existing. Western Ghats are considered to be the hot spot. In the 

Western Ghats we have 1,210 species of plants. We are near to the equator. We are the people 

who are going to be affected first by global warming. Kanyakumari district is going to be one of 

the waterless areas of earth. Dani Rovas gave the Vote of Thanks and we left Excel Group of 

Institution and started our journey to Pechiparai where we were going to have a study on the 

biodiversity. 

We reached Pechiparai and then we went to the medicinal garden. There we saw different 

kinds of medicinal plants. The plants we viewed were.  

 Cyrus male cone. It produces micro spores which pollinate and fertilize.  

 Cissampelous Pereira it will help to reduce leg swelling. 

 Thipili which belongs to pepper legmen family. 

 Asoka 

 Changu Pushpam 

 Changili pirandai 

 Satha Venthi 

 Albinia Galangu it will help to cure cold. 

 Chitada Thoda 

 Changukupi   

 Pepper: There are eight species of pepper. Nero queen was preserved using 

it. 

 Vinea Rosea it is used to cure snake bite. 

 Europiantiqeiram  

 Nila Vembu to cure chicken kunia and pig fever. 

I ton of recycle paper will save 25 tall trees. We must not waste paper. We must recycle 

paper. Rubber is giving us money and oxygen. But it is a bad tree because it will absorb a large 

amount of water. It is one of the plants that will affect the future generation. Monoculture means 

cultivation of single crops. In another trees we will find animals living but in Rubber trees we 

don‟t find any types of birds or animals living. Orchid is another plant which will able to absorb 

moisture from atmosphere and is called the moisture absorber.  



Then we went to Kodhayar Power house. Here we were guided by Mr. Murthi and Mr. 

Raju. This power house was built in 1964. We visited Kodhayar I. First the power is generated in 

Power house I and then goes to Kodhayar II. 60 mega watt electricity is produced in Kodayar I 

and then goes to Kodayar II and here 40 mega watt is produced and finally 60+40=100 mega watts 

goes to the grid. The machine like a turbine is called as the Baltan Company Machine. Water 

comes in a high force and falls on the machine and the machine rotates. There is also a cooling 

water system that is a lower bearing cooling system. There are various types of pulleys and 

hydraulic particulars used here. In 1 minute it will rotate 500 times. It is also called as deflector. 

There is a runner in the turbine which consists of 28 blades or buckets. The water flow from a 

height of 17 anger. The constituent that run inside is in the speed of 400 horse. From this great 

height the water comes to the floor in 1.03 seconds. Another power houses are there in Priaru, 

Pabanasam, Kuntha, Chuliaru. For this session the feedback was given by Sabrina of red team.  

Then we went out of the power house and viewed the natural beauty of the forest. The 

forest officer named some of the animals present here. The animals are as follows; Horn Bill, 

Panther, Wild cow, Wild goat, a type of deer, Elephant, Tiger and Snakes (All varieties of snakes 

are present in this dense forest) 

Then we went to have our lunch. We had a good atmosphere and all of us sat together and 

had our delicious lunch. Then we all assembled in a particular area under a tree and had a 

interesting session over there. This afternoon session started by 2:45 pm. Mr. Christopher who 

lives in this area called Valiamalai said a few words about the people of that area. The dam has 37 

feet of water at present. It is has the capacity of 48 feet. There are five dams in Kanyakumari 

district they are Poikai, Perunchani, Pechiparai, Cittar1 and 2 and Mambalathurai. In the forest 

area there are costly trees like Teak, Rose wood etc…. are grown.  The animals here include Tiger, 

Beer, Cheetah, pig, various types of goat and deer. These animals come here to drink water.  

Forest officers are saving these animals. There are cameras in some towers to watch the 

wild animals and to protect them. Here there are some Tribal people called KANNI‟s are living. In 

this tribal type there are 48 grammas in Kanyakumari District. This area is a well developed area. 

Here some good schools are also present and students here are well educated like city students. 

KANNI people have only 1 God. 90% of  people are well developed and educated. This tribal 

people are the only people who eat natural food. They grow, cultivate cook and eat.  The rubber 

plantation here has 9 divisions. The IFS officers here are looking after 5 divisions which have 

been reorganized from 9 divisions. The medicinal plant area here is under the Kuleshekaram 

Range. This session the feedback was given by Kalidas, Nishanth, Edin Jijo and Reshma.  

Then Dr. Sobanaraj gave an interesting talk. Our nation is called as the Gods Own 

country. The resources needed for the human is all present in Kanyakumari District. Western 

Ghats is one of the heritage sites. 450 years back Pangaea was broken due to some of the plate 

breaking. Due to this 5 continents were made. Western Ghats is also a broken one. Plate drawn 

portion is Ceylon or Sri Lanka. Our continent and our place is an old continent. The wild life here 



is good. The UNO says that this is a heritage site. We are in the southernmost tip. The Rethinagiri 

Mountain is said to be ours. Here there are some precious stones. The Tamil people in Sri Lanka 

are our blood brotherhood. Most of the people in Sri Lanka are from Orissa. Western Ghats are 

unique. They are vertical with green Life. Scientifically and also with 18 lakhs of organism. 80% 

of insects live here and we also live here. Really the environment here is good. Forest canopy is 

the top portion of a tallest tree were the insects live. There are 30 lakhs of insects. The medium 

size trees are grown above 300mt height. The small trees are 15m tall. Then Shrubs and herbs 

occupy the places. All these organisms together constitute a forest. In Agasthiya Malai 600 types 

of trees are there. In 1884 Bodilal a forest official said that only 468 types of trees are there now. 

He told about ten types of trees in Tamil. They are: Athi, Ethi, All, Arasu, Pungu, Pulli, Pulathi, 

Mavu, Maruthu and Manchanathi. From 600 types of trees the number has reduced to 468. Now at 

present only 300 types are there. There are two types of Teak tree they are kal theku and Kodimara 

Theku. There are five types of monkey in the Pechiparai forest they are namely Lion tailed 

monkey, Black monkey, Hanuman monkey and Bronte monkey. 

The elephants here are Asiatic elephants. The national animal of India is Tiger. Tiger is a 

shy animal. Man and animal are in conflict. We have six sense but animals have only five. Some 

people say that if we do good meditation we can get the seventh sense. 1,684 sq km area is there in 

our district. 68 km distance it is sea area. 20% of land, 40 of total population is there. 50% there is 

mid land portion. 30% of land only helps us to get drinking water. The water is said as a liquid 

gold and the soil is solid gold. The liquid gold is stored in the solid gold. This means that liquid is 

stored in soil. Food chain is a part of trees. If the level of carbon dioxide increases then global 

warming is caused. All flesh is said to be grass. The milk given by mother is as good as it is very 

nutritious. It has the real immune power. Two drops of mother‟s milk can cure eye pain. We must 

have a clean India which is Plastic free. The place where each of us live is called habitat. He has 

an aim in his mind that he must plant 1 lakh trees before he dies. He is doing that still and have 

planted 87 thousand trees at present. Diversity has endemic organisms. Most of the plants and 

animals are extinct at present. He pointed out the relationship between certain animals and plants. 

Snakes and big orchids are related to each other because the orchid is being protected by snakes. 

Lantana Indica and Sandal trees are related because Lantana Indica gives food to Sandal trees. We 

must try to observe the nature. Nature gives us whatever we need so we must also do good things 

to the nature to protect and save them.  

For this session the feedback was given by Jereshea of maroon team. Then Mr. 

Thiruvenkadam proposed the vote of  thanks to the forest guides who were with us till the last. 

The forest guides include; Mr. Subin, Mr. Jeyashekar, Mr. Kannan, Mr. Ramaswamy, Mr. 

Ganeshan and Mr. Apnis. He thanked all of them for their guide throughout the program. Then 

Mr. Velaian gave the final talk and thanked them all. Then we had some talks by the students of 

maroon team.  

First Abhila spoke about the Plants of Kanyakumari. This area is a land with 50, 456 

hectares. She said about the trees present here. It is a land of animal and genetic diversity. It is a 



place of natural origin with all the things. The district is having 52 % of its forests as dense 

forests. In the forests there are many types of trees like teak, sandal, mangrove trees, and pine and 

so on. There are many common trees in Kanyakumari like mango tree, guava tree, jackfruit tree, 

coconut tree, neem and so on. 

Shifi was the next to present on the topic of Disadvantages of Insecticide. To kill weeds 

and some of the other things that will damage the growing crops insecticides are used. These 

insecticides are used now in most of the plants. When we people consume these types of crops that 

have some problems we also inherit the problem. The best way to avoid this is natural farming. 

Nowadays the farmers are given awareness on the usage of chemical fertilizers and their 

disadvantages. This awareness can help them to stop the usage of chemical fertilizers. A pinch of 

soil contains 1000‟s of bacteria. When we use chemical fertilizers these natural bacteria are killed 

and the soil loses its real wealth. These are all the disadvantages of using of chemical fertilizers. 

Next Prabin Kumar presented his speech on the topic the Kumari Marine Life. He first 

noted about Kanyakumari. Then said about the fishes living in the sea namely shark, blue whale, 

small fishes, sea horse etc………… There are also corals in the sea which is formed by the bones 

of dead sea animals. The main occupation of the coastal people here is fishing. Sea fish acts as a 

main source of income and help people to have a healthy living. Then Dr. Sobanaraj gave some 

more information. Water current as well as air current affect the marine life. In 1990 he had a 

research and found that there are 136 types of coral in Kanyakumari District. Due to global 

warming the temperature of the sea water is increasing. 4000 types of fish depend on coral reef for 

life. Zoozanthellae is a coral reef which forms a big coral forest under water. It is an area of 68km 

long coast. Fish is a good and easily digestible protein. Mainly red fishes live in the region of coral 

reef. Seas are formed from forest hills from where the water flows to land area. In Rameshwaram, 

the fishes can be seen very clearly when water comes to shore as this area is free from plastic 

wastes and very clean. 

Then the leader of maroon team Reshma presented her talk on the topic the Birds Of 

Kanyakumari District. Kumari forests are 75 million years old. Here we can see 13 types of 

foreign birds. Here hunting is also done. The horn bill is called the great Indian horn bill bird. This 

is also of two types. They are Horn Bill and Malabar Horn Bill. Here 31 special forest birds. 

Ceylon frog moth is on the verge of extinction. The biodiversity mountain of Kanyakumari district 

is said as the Thadaha mountain. 60% of forest is lost in Kanyakumari district.  

Following this speech Kalidas of maroon team came to speak on the topic The Sacred 

Grooves That Should Be Protected. The banyan trees at temples have some historical 

importance with certain meanings.  Some of the ponds never go waterless which are present in 

temples. Some of the temples they think the dead persons will come in another forms. They 

believe that they may come in the form of a snake and so give them milk, eggs etc. These are 

some believes of the people. This was the last speech of this session and all of as thanked the 

rangers who were safe guarding us in the forest and planned of going to Chittar-I dam. We arrived 



there and had a breath taking view over there and we went to the notice area and noted down the 

points given there. 

 Catchment area: 8.50 sq miles 

 Length of dam: 2500 t t 

 Height of Dam: 73.0 

 To Width of Dam: 20-0 

 F.R.L: +269,00ft 

 M.W.L: +269, 020 ft 

 Top of Dam: 279.00 It 

 Water Shed: 1.13 sq mile 

 Live storage: 393 m. It 

 Dead storage: 2.17 m. It 

 These were the points given about the dam in short bulleted points. 

It was the time for us to have refreshment. We went to the place where we were going 

stay that day. We went to St. Thomas Social Welfare center at Alamcholai by 6:15 pm. The sister 

there Sister Marietta welcomed us with full heart and gave us food and place to stay. Then after a 

short break we moved on with the topics that we were supposed to speak. First Jereshea was 

invited to speak on the topic The Wild Life of Kanyakumari District. In Kanyakumari District 

30.2% of area constitutes forest. If a forest is there the forest can be constituted by animals or 

wildlife. The land is fully seen as forest area. Some of the animals are like tiger, elephant, panther, 

wild goat and cow, monkeys etc…… 

Then Sanjana came on to speak on the topic Advantages and Disadvantages of Insects. 

The insects are good in some way but some insects make some problems to both human and 

plants. Locusts migrate and destroys a large number of crops. Caterpillars even destroy crops. 

Some insect species are major pests to crops. Many insects transmit diseases; e.g. Mosquitoes 

transmit Malaria. Insects like honey bee and silk work are beneficial as they produce honey that 

we consume and silk for clothing. 

Jenisha spoke on the topic Kanyakumari Channel. Canals are the major source of 

irrigation in Tamil Nadu.She named some the Channels. They are; Krishnan Channel, Puthan 

Channel, Patanakal Channel, Thodivatti Channel and Devi Code Channel.  

These were names said by her. This was the last talk of Maroon team and we moved on to 

Green Team. The leader of green team Gby Atee came on to speak on the topic the Medicinal 

Plants Area that Should Be Protected. She named some of the medicinal plants namely; Velli 

Paruthi, Thippili, Thuchi, Or Ithal Thamarai, Changu Pushpam and Nanari. She said some of the 

uses and said that now at present we don‟t take these medicinal plants as medicines instead takes 

chemical medicines. So we must avoid that and use medicinal plants medicines and cure us from 

the side effects of chemical medicines.  



Jisfia Shifany spoke on the topic Earth Worm and Soil Fertility. She explained about 

how the soil and the earth worm are inter-related. Earthworms play an important role in breaking 

down dead organic matter in a process known as decomposition. Then Ayana spoke on the topic 

about the River Sand Mining. The sand is taken by people in rivers areas. They take it for several 

uses. This affects the quality of the water. It reduces the level of ground water and also leaves the 

wells dry. Ageesha was given the next chance. She spoke on the topic Keriparai Mountain. Then 

Sruthi Krishna spoke on the topic Demolishing Medicinal Plants. She said about the Valarai 

Kerai. She suggested some ways to protect them. Then Kaviya spoke on the topic Ullakai Arivi. 

It is under Thovalai Taluk. This is near to Alakia Pandipuram. It is a tourist spot because of its 

greenery and high water falls. 

Haritha talked on the topic Thirparapu falls. In 1982 it was called as Pathirakalli Falls. 

In 1992 it was considered as a tourist spot. This famous falls is in the Kothai River. The Kothai 

descends at Thirparappu. Thirparappu waterfall is 300 ft feet. The waterfall has flows for around 

seven months in the whole year. Then Ashwin spoke on the topic Flower filled Kanyakumari 

District. Thovalai is the flower spot of Kanyakumari District. Here the flowers are grown in large 

amount and exported to other countries mainly to Malaysia. Here the main flowers with good 

smell are grown mainly Jasmine. This is a good flower spot. Then we moved on to blue team.  

First the leader of blue team Jefin spoke on the topic Endangering Ants Lives. Ants are 

present in all parts of the world except Antarctica, Greenland and Iceland. Some ants are called 

straight headed ants. They are also called as Formosa Candida. The ants give oxygen directly to 

the roots of plants and trees as they go under the soil. They also help in pollination. Ants are 

scavengers. Now ants are being killed by our activities. If ants are not there the food chain will not 

be proper. 

Then Shalomi presented a speech on the topic Putheri Pond. The Putheri pond has 2000 

acre area. And she said some uses of this pond with respect to agriculture. Next Seanna was given 

a chance to present on the topic Periyakulam which is at Theni District. This region has a high 

temperature. 59.5% it is said to be a developed area. In 1989 the agricultural education was 

established and taught to the farmers. Here there is a Bhagavathi Amman Temple. Here several 

types of creepers are present. This Periyakulam is 18km from Kodaikanal falls.  

Then Rudra used her chance to speak on the topic The Rice Cultivation in 

Kanyakumari District. Here the rice was cultivated in the form of organic farming in the past. So 

the crops grown are good and healthier for us to use. The rice cultivated here is sufficient for our 

people and the remaining or excess amount is being exported to other places. But now it not so. 

The total land for cultivation is 56,000 hectares and now it has been reduced to 20,000 hectares. 

Now all the agricultural land are converted into large factories, houses, Granite shops, 

Supermarkets and overall all is changed to other things apt to human.  



Shamini then spoke about Decreasing Agriculture. Nowadays most of the people are 

learning higher education so agriculture is now at present not taken by any one as their occupation. 

But in other districts a boy studying B.E has watered a 24 acre land using drip irrigation and is 

making the land suitable for agriculture. He is also practicing organic farming in this land. 

Then Shyam Sagar spoke on a topic Cashew Nut Cultivation in Kanyakumari. He said 

about the way they are being grown and the process undergone for getting the tasty cashew nuts. 

Then Akshaya was given a chance to speak on the topic Sea Resources Surrounded 

Kanyakumari. She said about the coral reefs present here. The estuaries are the place where the 

sea and a river meets. Here the salinity of the water is less so fishes breed well here. It is a region 

of less depth.  Then Naveen Jith spoke on the topic Sea Turtles. Turtles lay eggs and reproduce in 

calm and silent regions of any water resources including sea area. The eating or hunting of sea 

turtles or tortoises are fully prohibited and if any one doesn‟t follow this they will be severally 

punished by the government. These steps are taken to save this creature from extinction. 

Then the last speech of blue team was given by Ashmi on the topic Mangrove forest. In 

Kanyakumari this mangrove forest are in the wet lands of Manakudi. The mangroves belongs to 

the Avezenia Family or breed variety. Even in this wet lands fishes like prawns still live. These 

trees have nitrogen fixing roots. The roots are situated above the ground to help the root in 

respiration process of the plant.  

After blue team we went to have our dinner arranged for us. Then we came back and 

assembled to hear the speeches of the members of Yellow team and red team. First from yellow 

team Abhirami spoke on the topic The Tourist Spots of Kanyakumari District. The spots jotted 

down by her were; Kanyakumari Sea, Thirparapu Falls, Mathur Hanging bridge, Chothavilai 

Beach and Padmanabhapuram Place. She also said the specialty of each spot.  

Then Mereshiya spoke on the topic Mahendragiri Mountain. This Mahendragiri 

Mountain is situated near to Thovalai. Some places here are under government control. This place 

is full of hills and hollow pits. In this palace the winds are more and mainly sandy winds are 

present. Here there is one of the ISRO branch. That is the ISRO Propulsion complex is present. 

The medicinal plants seen are Tholu Kanni, Allu Kanni, Kurinthiki Plant Etc……..Here the 

common animals are Deer, Rabbit and Mongoose.  

Then Malavika came around to speak on the topic Pothikai Mountain. This mountain is 

present in Thirunelveli. Here falls and small rivers are present. This place can be said as a living 

mountain with all natural wealth. Here mostly the area is of rocks. Edin Jijo then spoke about 

Kanyakumari‟s Water Supply System. This system of water supply was bought to Kuzhithurai 

in 1991. Here the water is taken in the water pump system and supplied to all the people and 

homes of the municipal regions. Next came Agreneehiya to present on the topic Southern 

Mountains. Then Vishal spoke on the topic Demolishing Rice Storey. He said the reasons as 

mentioned in the above part about demolishing of Rice cultivation. Next before the last speech 



Immaculate Rishvi spoke on the topic Sweetest Fruit, the Jack Fruit. There are 300 varieties of 

jackfruit. Each has its unique flavor. Two fruits are not same. These fruits mainly grow during the 

time of May, June and July. Vidhya spoke on the topic Kumari Medicinal Plants. There are 500 

varieties of medicinal plants. The plants listed by her were; Kuruvapatai, Love Rasi, Elihiptop 

Rose, Elephant chuvati, Touch Me Not, Thumbai, Puvan Kurunthal, Katalai, Eduku and Arukam 

grass. The final speaker of Yellow team was Vijay Raj spoke on the topic Dying Coconuts. 

Then the Chance was given to Red Team members. First Leader of Red Team Abina was 

given the chance to speak on the topic Suchindram, Theroor Birds Sanctuary. This sanctuary 

consist of Theroor pond and Suchindram pond. This place is located near to 47 NH road. This is a 

protected area. Here many birds come. Some foreign birds stay here and some goes back. Mostly 

15 species of birds only comes from foreign countries. Then Indhuja presented a speech on the 

topic Chittar I and II. These were built during 1970. This both mixes with Kothayar. These are 

176 m long. The area it is built is 15000 acre. This belongs to Vilavankodu Thaluk.  

Next Raksha presented a speech on the topic Kuzhiturai River. Then Sabrina spoke on 

the topic Perunchani River. Next Anisha spoke on the topic Kanyakumari Estuary. Then 

followed by this Jaslin spoke on the topic Pechiparai Dam. This dam, the water capacity holder 

was increased as 6 ft. This is situated amongst the forest area. Water from this dam goes to 

Thirparapu falls also. June 1
st
 the dam will be opened respectively.  

Nived Shankar was then called to present a speech on the topic Rubber Trees and Their 

Outcomes. He said some of its advantages, disadvantages and some common uses of rubber plant. 

Then Nishanth spoke on the topic The wetlands of Kanyakumari. He said about the wetland in 

Suchindram, Theroor and Chunkankadai. This is also the place where birds migrate from other 

countries to our country.  

The last speaker of Red team and of the session was Ragul. He spoke on the topic 

Mukadal Dam, the water stagnant area in where the three seas meet. It is situated below a hill. 

The water can be sucked by land in hot seasons from 15-16 ft. Mukkadal dam is built across the 

Vambaru River in the state of Tamil Nadu in southern India, 10 km from town of Nagercoil. It is a 

scenic place, favored as a picnic location among local residents. The dam is constructed of clay 

and granite stones. The depth of water behind the dam is approximately 100 ft (30 m). The 

reservoir supplies water for the town of Nagercoil. Mr. Velaian spoke few words about that 

session and informed us about the forthcoming programs. Then we thanked God for His blessings 

in the sense of silent prayer. We all then went over and slept peacefully.  

Then the next day we all got up by 4am in morning. We readied ourselves and assembled 

by 5:30 am. Then we had a session with all KAP members and Sister Marietta. She said us that we 

should have a specific aim to achieve victory in life.  She also advised us to pray whenever we 

start studying.She gave us a brief talk which was motivating and inspiriting. Each student from 

each group gave thanks to the Sister. Edin Jijo, Dani, Gby Atee, Abina and Jefin proposed the vote 



of thanks. We said her a deep sense of thanks and later on went by walk to Chittar-II dam. We 

went there and had a look over the board kept over there. It read; 

 Catchment area: 10.10 sq miles 

 Length Of dam: 3300 to 1500 

 Height of dam: 82 

 Top Width of dam:20-0 

 F.R.L:269.00 ft 

 Water speed area: 1.60 sq miles 

 Live Capacity:600Mc 

 Dead Storage 

These were the things noted down by us. Then we returned back to St. Thomas Welfare 

centre. We took all our materials and came back happily. We all went back to Excel Central 

School, Thiruvattar and our parents took us back home. 

This could be one of my unforgettable experience. This was the first time I had a visit to 

forest regions and had a deep study on it. I didn‟t gain only a use but more uses even that can‟t be 

imagined by me. Each program of KAP, I get new experience but this program is one of the best. 

Thanks to all who helped for this program. Thanks to all for giving me such an experience.  

Hats off to KAP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 


